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5
HOLBORN VIADUCT,
l
.
Hach Magic Lantern is efficient for exhibitions. ‘The Lens gives crisp definition,
being
a
superior
Achromatic
Photographie
Combination
(large diameter back lens), with rack and Pinion. It is fitted to a telescopic
lengthening tube, so gaining increased focal accommodation.
The
Condenser is composed of two plano-conyex lenses of 4 inches diameter.
The refulgent lamp has 8 wicks (or 4 wicks Qs. extra), yielding a
=
brilliantly illuminated picture.—Each is complete in box.

THE

MAGIC

LANTERN:

ITS CONSTRUCTION

& USE.

Contains complete Instrneti ons.

Cloth Covers, PRICE 64

‘bof

LANTERN
PHOTOGRAPHS,
12s. per doz.

PLAIN,

|
Japanned Metal

30s.

BI-UNIAL

:

fiaee Blane tones

fia

45s

LANTERN

i

Perforated Russian
Iron Body,

FOR LIME-LIGHT

Panelled Mahogany Body, 4 doors and Moulded foot, Achromatic
Photographic Front Tens, Compound Condensers

Brass Stages and Sliding Tubes

5

_,_ WHY

aa

£8

8s.

does WALTER

18s. Gd. per doz.

COLOURED.

[Mahogany outside Body
2 Panelled Door. Brass]

* | Brass Sliding Tubes,
50s. ;

.

i

| Stages, Sliding Tubes,
82s.

OPTIMUS’

5

TRIPLE

=,
Catarocrr

Post Free.

LANTERN.

The Top Lantern may be used separately with Oil Lamp.
Panelled Mahogany Body, 6 doors and moulded foot, Brass Stages

| and Tubes, Achromatic Front Lens, Compound Condensers £14 10s.

TYLER

do the Largest Business and is able to Make and Sell Lanterns and

Slides cheaper than any so called Manufacturers and Stores?
BECAUSE, making the Lantern and Slide business his entire occupation, he is rable to produce

wert
W.TYLER2

!
LONDON-

(

goods of much better quality at lower prices, and it is estimated that WALTER TYLER supplies
more Lantern Missions with goods than the whole of the other houses combined.
WALTER TYLER has the Largest and Best Stock of Lanterns and Slides in the world.
Upwards
of 200,000 slides on Travel, View's, Seripture, Temperance, Comic Tales, Chromotropes, Effect Slides, dc.,
which can be purchased at most moderate prices, or can be had on hire on specially low
terms.

i |

A Marvel of Cheapness, WALTER TYLER'S NEW LANTERN,
with 4-inch Condenser
complete 27s. Gd.

and Combination

Portrait Lens, 4-wick Paraffin Lamp, in case,

The Helioscopic I.antern has EVERY

either

with

Oil

or Limelight

WARRANTED

tion with
selected

Double
and

TO BE

without

THE

IMPROVEMENT,

alteration

VERY

BEST

to the
made;

Iuantern;

and can be used
the

Racks and Pinions, and Tinting Fronts, all of which

tested.

The

Illuminating

Power

Lenses

are

and are Portrait Combina-

of this Lantern

are carefuily

is of great brillixncy,

almost equalling that of the Limelight.
The result of these improvements is the production of an Instrument in every way superior to lanterns of other makers at a similar

EDWARDS
ISOCHROMATIC
PLATE
Aditi

price.

Over 50 Helioscopic Lanterns have been sold to one Society, and after severe
competition with Sixteen Lanterns of other well-know makers, WALTER TYLER’S
Was pronounced to be far SUPERIOR TO ANY.

aT

me
—,

Large

Quantities

of Second-hand Lanterns and Slides.
Great
Catalogues and Second-hand Lists Post Free.

Bargains.

Small

WALTER TYLER, 48 & 50, Waterloo Rd, London, $.E.

DOUBLE NUMBER, 1d., Post Free 2d.

ED
LA
PLA

il.

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.

DALLMEYER’S

LENSES

Are used by all the Leading Photographers, both Amateur and Professional
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD, and have obtained the

HIGHEST

AWARDS

WHEREVER

EXHIBITED.

DALLMEYER ‘On the Choice and Use of Photographic Lenses.”
Price 1s.
New Descriptive Catalogue of Photographic Lenses & DALLMEYER’S LENSES & CONDENSERS

SPECIALLY

CONSTRUCTED FOR THE OPTICAL LANTERN,
FREE ON APPLICATION.

WILL

BE

POSTED
;

J, H. DALLMEYER,
lti.,OPTICIAN, 25, NEWMAN ST., LONDON, W.
Telegraphic and Cable Address—'‘ DALLMEYER,

LONDON.”

FOR FIRST-CLASS SLIDES & COLOURING
SEND

TO

FREDERICK J. STEDMAN,
DISSOLVING
VEEW
AaRTIST,

174, Bridge Road, Battersea, London, S.W.
Slides

p

prepared
from
I

customers’ negatives,
oD

)

prints,

}

?

p

photographs.
dod
p

?

etc.

Catalogue & Price List post free on Application.

PAGET PRIZE PLATES
ARE THE
MOST RAPID
IN THE MARKET, AND AT THE SAME TIME ARE
DENSE,

ErITLLITAwe.Z,
A IND

EASE

KO

WOODS
LANTERNS AND
ON SALE

or

sks.

|
SLIDES

OR HIRE. 100,000 Slides to Select from.
PLAIN SLIDES, 12s. per doz.

The “ EUPHANERON ” LANTERN,
The ‘‘CHEAP”’ LANTERN,
“ MAGIC LANTERNS:

with
with
How
Wood's New List of Stides

S&S.

Ww

the four-wick W Lamp, £4 4s.
4-in. Condenser and three wick Lamp, £1 10s.
Made and How Used,” by A. A. WOOD, post free, 1s. 2d.
and Lanterns.
Post-free for One Stamp.

WOOD,
72.
CHBRAPSlDe,
TON DON.
And HORNE, THORNTHWAITE & WOOD, 41, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

THE
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OPTICAL

LANTERN
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PHOTOGRAPHIC
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Tur Optical Magic Lantern Journal
Enlarger is issued on the Ist of every
Penny, and may be obtained from
Railway News Stalls, Photographic

and Photographic
month, price One
all Newsvendors,
Dealers, or from

»

(half)

»
»

(quarter)
(eighth)

..

oe

.

115

0

we
is

««
‘

LL

6
0

&10

i
”

» per linchin column..
6 0
»
9 to»
”
3.0
Special quotations for a series.
Excuance Column, General Wants, &c. (not Trade)—
First 20 words, 6d.; and for every 3 additional
words, ld.

ADVERTISEMENTS must reach the office not later
than the 24th of each month.
All cheques and postal
orders to be made payable to Taylor Brothers.
EpirorRiAL

communications

must

Appriess.

rHar

Our

FORWARD
Winn.

Appness

THEIR
THEY

ComMUnicaPLeAsk

NOTE

Is Now

56, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, W.C.
Notes,
In the course

of some

electric

light, it has

search

experiments
been

be addressed,

J.

Hay Taytor.
Advertisements and business communications to Taylor Brothers, 56, Chancery Lane,
London, W.C.

American Agents :—The International
and 85, Duane Sireet, New York City.

News

at an angle of 45° the reflection can

with

the

ascertained
be seen

in

the air at a distance of ninety miles.
az

A new set of 54
particular interest

aE

£ os. da.
Front and back pages, by arrangement.
Ordinary page (whole)..
ss
«
8 0 0

-

STILL

Onp

*

a

slides, which should be of
to the public at large, has

been published by Messrs. Archer & Sons, Lord
Street, Liverpool. They represent “ Slum life.”

United States.

12 months
..
1/6 .. 2/. 60 cents.
Single copies..
-/I} ..
-/2 ..
..
6
,,
Advertisements (Scale of Charges), displayed :—

+
*

tHE

that when the light has been projected upwards

the Publishers, at the following rates, post free :—
Continental.

Penny.

NOTICE,

ae

..

i
Price
One

S.

a

Apparatus

TAYLOR.

“Oct. a 1892.

Serica ies a obtaining Slides
S
for thee Lanitern Teas

New

ENLARGER.

Co., 83

At

oe

Tuat ether is capable of causing sad havoc when
used in a careless manner, users of saturators
are doubtless aware.
About a fortnight ago a
photographer in Paris dropped a jar of ‘collodion :
his assistants immediately commenced to mop
it up, but having omitted to open the windows,
the fumes reached a stove in an adjoining room,
and fired, with the result that the building took
fire, and it was afterwards ascertained that two
people lost their lives.
*

*

*

Opricians will no doubt be astonished when they
see at work at the Chicago Exhibition a new
invention, which will make lenses four hundred
at a time.
*

bd

=

Tue Manchester Photographic Society make it
arule that at their open lantern meetings, no
one member is allowed to exhibit more than
slides.

18
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InsreaD of the illuminant being fastened to the
body of a triple or bi-unial lantern, Mr. H. C.
Newton has worked out an idea for securing it
to the lantern front. In this way, when the
fronts containing the optical parts are tilted, the
illuminant still remains in the optical axis of
the system.
*

a

a

Invention describes a simple form of praxinoscope as follows :—‘‘ Take two negatives of the
same person, but in two different positions ; for
example, taking water at a pump.
In the first
picture the arm should be raised, then lowered
in the

second,

and

the two

attitudes

of the

individual will be in relation with the two
positions of the arm of the pump.
From these
negatives make prints, and placc the two images
on the opposite surfaces of a piece of cardboard,
the two images being reversed with reference to
each other. Tie a string on each side of the
cardboard, and, by twisting it between the fingers,
you will cause the cardboard to revolve rapidly,
and obtain the sensation of the motion of a
person pumping water.
*

*

*

Mr. A. R. Dresser has taken about three
hundred hand camera negatives of scenes in
connection

with

and intends

Buffalo

to issue sets

same.

a

Bill’s

entertainment,

of lantern

k

new

hand

camera,

which

is termed

*

cham, near Manchester, have moved the whole of

their business under one roof. The factory has
been fitted with the best machinery
and
appliances for the manufacture of their wellknown shutters, cameras, lenses, &c.
*

*

A CoupLe of days before going to press, we
attended the opening of the Exhibition of the
Photographic Society of Great Britain, 5a, Pall
Mall, and those

who

indistinct, and if the lens be racked until the
image at the margins is sharp, the central

portion appears blurred and indistinct.
In single lenses, rays entering at the margins
come to a focus closer to the surface than those
which pass through the lens nearer the centre,
and, as a consequence, there are several focal
points according to the different parts of the
Image.
Some of this indistinctness may be
remedied
by using a stop, or diaphragm,
in conjunction with the lens, thus causing
marginal rays to be cut off, the image then
becomes shapened, but at the expense of light.
The well known Petzval portrait lens is in
general use for lantern work.
Many lenses of
this type give a somewhat round field, this may
be remedied to some extent by a slight judicious
alteration. Between the two lenses of the back

visit it cannot

fail to be

delighted. The hours are from 10 a.m. till 5 p.m.
On Monday, Wednesday, and Saturday evenings,
the Hall will be open from 7 to 10, when

will be projected by the lantern.

Back.

combination will be found a ring of metal,
which serves to keep the parts from touching
each other.

*

Tue Thornton-Pickard Manufacturing Co. (late
St. Mary’s Street, Manchester) having just
completed a fine factory and offices at Altrin-

x

inexperienced as well as experienced—a few
words to the former, descriptive of the term, may
not be out of place.
Roundness of field is discovered when the
picture is projected upon the screen.
The centre
appears pertectly sharp, whilst the sides are

the

for a developer, Frenole.
*

is a term which is understood by most

lanternists, but as cur readers are of all classes—

>»

Frena.
The picture that is taken with it is a
Frenagraph; the person taking it, the Frenographer, and the particular solution which they
advocate

Tis

of Field.

slides of

New words are continually being applied to the
photographic art-science. The latest is supplied
by Messrs. R. & J. Beck in connection with
their

Flatness

slides

In many cases flatness of field may

be improved by reducing the thickness of the
ring, thus causing the elements, of which the
back combination is formed, to be brought closer
together.
The lenses are secured

in cells, and these in

turn are screwed into the brass tube which
forms the mount.
Some makers secure the
lenses in the cells by a ring screw, and when

finished in this style, it is a simple matter to get
at the back combination so as to reduce the
thickness of the separating ring spoken of.
Other makers burnish the glasses in, by turning
over the edges of the cells, and in this case,
some experience is required to get the lenses out
of their mounts.
In the case of the burnished

in lenses, it is

well, before again fastening them permanently,
to ascertain with accuracy that the lens has
| been altered to its best capabilities,

iil.
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NOVELTIES.

LANTERN

ARCHER’S

NEW

SET

OF SLIDES

Sk“KWWe

BEE =

IN OUR GREAT
CITIES.
Direct Photographs from Life in the Slums. Splendidly done. Complete, with Reading by the Photographers,
Sample Slidc, Post Free, Is. 4d.
Reading alone, 6d., Post Free.
Price 54s. the Set of 54 Slides, Now Ready.
Liberal

UNILUX

The

Terms

to the Trade,

Lantern, Two Lanterns in One (with only One Light), Now Perfected, and will

Bi-Unial

be Ready for Sale Shortly, fitted with Beautiful Rolling Curtain Effect, Panoramic Form.

New

Catalogues, with Full Particulars, also many other New Slides and Apparatus, Post Free One Stamp.

ARCHER
& SONS, Patentees & Manufacturers,
43 to 49, LORD STREET, LIVERPOOL. (Established 1848.)

COMPRESSED OXYGEN, HYDROGEN, &c.
In Steel Cylinders with IMPROVED
Easy

to open and close, impossible to turn on
suddenly.
Regulator Taps unnecessary.
LOWEST

THE

ANTERN OPERATOR, can take Evening Engagements. Thoroughly compctcnt.—H., 171, Brockley

VALVES,
gas

PRICES.

GAS COMPRESSION
COMPANY,
114, Princess St., Manchester.

Road, S.15.

Weantee. Slides of Derbyshire, including Haddon,
for

Chatsworth,
Welsh, Scotch

Bakewell, Castleton, in exchange
Lake District.—Woopcocx,
Town

Hall, Warrington.

GENERAL

WANTS,

&c.

AIR £12 12s. Pamphengos, Good Condition £7 lis.
Singly £4. Pair 8 inch Focus Achromatic Cylinders, Cost 38s., 25s. used once.—Swarsu, Longfield Road,

Bristol.
ANTERN SLIDES of North and Central Wales,
Ilfracombe, Malvern,
Hertfordshire, Herefordshire, Bedfordshire (Bunyan Series), Tintern, Wye
Series. Price 7s.per dozen. Slides made from Amateurs’

APLENDID
Shields,

Prizes in Competitions.—Puoro,

SETS

SLIDES

made

Negatives,

Photos,

ANTED,
All
Gentlemen
associated
with the
Y
Optical Lantern to Note E. Baildon, can offer
his services with or without High Class Apparatus for
coming Season, being actual operator can offer low
Terms.
Years experience, and references to gentlemen
of position.—Address, 34, Phelp Street, Walworth S.E.

of Apparatus

and

Slides

Life

All Temperance,
Models.

Sell Cheap

or Exchanve.—62, Parker Street, Derby.
ORTABLE

from

SLIDES.

Plain, and

11, St.

Prints, &c. 9/- per dozen, Mounted and Finished
Complete.—Berutyse, Sutton Courtney, Berks.

(eons

of LANTERN

Coloured and

Nicholas Street, Hereford.
ANTERN

BI-UNIAL, Lime Trays,

4-wick Lamps, Dissolver, &c. For use as side by side
Lanterns, in lock up case. Cost £15 last season. What
offers ?—Posrmasrrr, Oulton, Aylsham.

4

own Negatives.

MAHOGANY

Curtain Effect, &c., with extra.Base, Patent

Wanted.

SCREEN,

with Frame and Blow-through

Limelight (Bag or Cylinder) Wanted, also Sets of
Slides. Valuable Exchange offered by Exhibitor.—Ivey
House, Shepton Mallet.
BY, aceseo

“ Kodak Camera.”

glass plate
South Luton

IGH

A No. 4 Folding, with

preferred.—V.

Lea,

13,

Place, Cardiff.

CLASS

Send

attachment

for

LANTERN
New

SLIDES at Low Prices.

List.—J.

W.

McLeuuay,

36,

St.

Paul’s Road, Canonbury, London, N.j

Post Free.—Eciu STrErreNnBukG, Gefle, Sweden.

beara MAN ASSISTANT
required, with some
knowledge of the business, and able to keep a set of
Books.—Apply by letter only, to Messrs.
Son, Optical Lantern
Greenwich, S E.

Makers,

South

D. Noakes &

London

LIDES WANTED of Interior or Madame Tussaud’s,
do. Venice at Olympia, Moore and Burgess Minstrels,

and other sights of London.—E.

i

ee
SLIDES made from Negatives, Sketches,
Photos, &. 6s. per dozen, mounted and finished,

complete.—Skitumay, 22, Uxbridge Road, London.
yI-UNIAL

BAG.—10

Feet,

Retort, Purifier.
Sets of Slides.—Simpson,

Extra

Good;

Pressure

Briggs

Works,

RIFFITH’S PATENT CAMERA for Making Lantern Slides, from Half Plate Negatives, Practically
New, 0s.—I.M. Care of the Editor of this Journal.
AS

H. Srevexsoy,

Street, Noryich.

Boards

Sell Cheap, or Exchange, Story
Middlefield, Pitrig, Edinburgh.

LANTERN

for

Sale.

Brass

Fronts.

Mahogany Body, Good Lenses and. Condensers.
The property of a gentleman going abroad. Price+4 10s,
—Kuyxe, 142, Ossulston

Street, London, W.C.

iv,
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W. WATSON & SONS, 313, High Holborn, London,

MANUFACTURERS oF HIGHEST GLASS OPTICAL & SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS.
BI-UNIAL

THREE

AND

AND

TRIPLE

FOUR-WICK

of Highest

OIL

and

Quality

LANTERNS,

AN IMMENSE

LANTERNS,

STOCK OF FINEST

PHOVOGRAPHIC

Efficiency.

VIEWS,

Illustrating all parts of the World, 12'- per dozen.

LANTERN TRIPODS, GAS APPARATUS, SCREENS, | SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS
SCREEN

AND

STANDS.

For taking Lantern Pictures.

An Illustrated Catalogue sent free toany address on application.

Ask for Lantern List.
313: HIGH HOLBORN LONDON.
9, 10, 11, 16, 17, FULWOOD’S RENTS, LONDON.
251, SWANSTON ST., MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA.

W. WATSON & SONS,
ESTABLISHED
1837.

WALTER

A. GRIFFITHS
MANUFACTURERS

GUINEA

OF

& CO., Limited,

THE

PATENT

DETECTIVE

Lantern

Slide, Enlargement,

CAMERAS.

and other Cameras.

List post free on application.

Q1/-

Depot—5,

UNION

PASSAGE,

BIRMINGHAM.

General Stores of Photographic Materials and Apparatus.

Works—HIGHGATE

SQUARE,

BIRMINGHAM.

Rooms andAgency ;TRE FRY MANUFACTURING Oo., 5, Chandos St., Strand
Lond

shou

-

Wholesale Provincial Agent—W.

TYLAR,

57, High Street,

Aston, Birmingham

SEASON 1892-3.

—_ (Optical & Photographic Goods

LANTERN SLIDES

_—. SHARLAND,
.

OF

nw

Wholesale

THE

748 THavigs Iny, Ec.

ARMY)

BRITISH

Trade
AN

D

NA

y Y

Mark,

‘‘This manufacturer has

logues of English and
H
Sole Proprietors,
Messrs. Gregory & Co., 54, Strand, London.

Optician,

slides of
hess

every

a

kind,

‘‘'AURORA."
sent

us his series of cata-

German

and

we
ea

lanterns

for the wholesale and export trade
' mathematical instruments, field and
SOLE

WHOLESALE

AGENT

telescopes, theodolites

—

H
.

SHARLAND
s

7 & 8 THAVIES
:

y
INN

HOLBORN
:

DON,

CIRCUS

and

E.C.

es

in optical and
opera eh

photographic

goods,

and electro motors, microscopic objects, micro -

photos and diamond writings, glass measures, photographic lenses, sensitised papers, vulcanite and porcelain dishes, printing frames, dry plates, solutions,
scales and mounts, glass and paper, stereoscopic slides,
lantern slides, giving many thousands of illustrations
of cities and scenery all over the world,
Condensers
lime-light

Spectacles
LON

and levels,

pa

our readers
calegucs
are

' magic Mie eae,dissolving view ihaeorne: model Bair
engines

H

and

recommend

Review.

and

boxes,

electric

eyeglasses

bells

and

accessories.

of all kinds.—Ezxtract

of
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The question next arises, how is it to be tested
for flatness of field. It is not sufficient that a
photographie transparency be employed for the
purpose, although it has been advocated that a
good means of testing is to transfer an ordinary
engraving to glass, by causing it to adhere to its
surface, and then rubbing away the paper from
back,

the

it becomes

until

camera, and is connected with a handle outside.

To change a film after exposure, the spring f,

Fig. 8, is liberated, and the handle /1, moved
backwards; this causes the teeth on which the
film rests, to move slightly to one side, and

and

transparent,

using this as a slide. But by far the best
method is a slide recently made and introduced
He inserts in
by Mr. C. Goodwin Norton.
front of the condenser, a test slide, formed by a

piece of Brussels net tightly stretched between
two thicknesses of glass. With a slide thus
formed,

we

are

enabled

ascertain

to

if the

lens wfll give absolute sharpness up to the
edges of the slide.
By projecting this in
the usual manner, one is able to judge at a
glance the capabilities of his lens for projecting
pictures with flatness of field.
——:0:—-——_

Hand-Cameras

for Obtaining

Slides for the Lantern.
“ Pacile”
..
No. 1 “Giah”
»
2 Quadrant”
»
3 “Eclipse”
»
»

»
»
»
»

.. (Fallowfield)
(Mawson & Swan)

June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct,
Nov.
Dec.

..

-.

5, Feb.

-..
..
..

5,
,,
,,
,

Mar.
April
May
June

“ Marvel”
.. (Wilson & Son)..
“ Talmer”
.. (Talbot & Eamer)
.
..
“The Omnigraph” (J. Lancaster & Son)
(Perken, Son & Rayment)
“Ubique ..

»
,,
,,
,,

Sept.
Uct.
Nov.
May

»
»

Bonanza”
1£
15 “Repeater”

s»
»
»
»

16
17
18
19

»
»

21 “The Radial”
22 “The Surprise”

»

,,
4,
4,
.,
,,
,,
5,

-..
..
..

. (C.G. Collins)...

9 “Collins”

» 10 ‘* Kodak”
.. (Eastman Co,)..
» ll
Guinea ”
.. (Walter Griffith)
», 12 “Vanneck”
. (Watson & Sons)
», 13 “Chadwicks”
(W.I.Chadwiek)

»

. see March 1st,1890
9 May = Ist,

+»
(W.H. Humphries &Co.)
(J. FP, Shew & Co.)-.
-.
4‘ Bureka”
(W.W. Rouch & Co.) ..
72 “Key”
(Platinotype Co.)
..
..
6 “Optimus”
(Perken, Son& Rayment)
Limited)
Sons,
&
(Griffin
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.
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..
..
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. (R.&A J.Mercer)..
(J. F. Shew & Co.)

..
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20 “Daylight Kodak” (Eastman Company)

23 “Perfect”

(Marion & Co.)
(Levi & Co.)

.. (W.Tylar)..

..
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Ist, 1891.

Ist,
Ist,
Ist,
Ist,

Ist,
Ist.

,,
,,
.
.,

Vig. 1.

Card.

Fig. 2.

the film to fall, and as soon as the handle is
carried a little beyond the projection m, the
card also is displaced.
Upon the handle being
brought back to its normal state, another film
This is repeated until
is ready for exposure.
the 40 films have all been exposed.
After exposure, the films with their cards can

be taken out of a reservoir below, in which they
have been automatically kept from shifting.
As each film is changed, its number is indicated
by the appearance of a figure at 7.
On the upper part of the changing handle or
lever is a level, J. This not only enables one to
ascertain if the camera itself is level, but it also

;,
,,

Ist. ,,
Ist, ,,
Ist, ,,
Ist, 1892.

Ist,

,,

», July
lst,
4, Augustlst,

,,
,,

,, Sept.

Film.

Ist,

5,

No. 24 ‘‘ FRENA.”

Tar ‘“Frena” hand camera, which has been
introduced by Messrs. R. and J. Beck, Cornhill,

E.C., is totally different in action to any camera
which we have hitherto tried.
It measures 84x44 6tin., is supplied with
finder, shutter for various rapidities of exposure,
film changer, and swing back arrangement.
The films for this camera are put up in
packets of 40 each, and are of a peculiar form.

Pog. 3.

a swing back. If the camera be
Between each film is a piece of thin and stiff ; acts the part of
upwards, the handle may be
slightly
pointed
|
the
as
pattern
cardboard of the same general
when the level will indicate
d,
forwar
pushed
film (see figs. 1 and 2).
surface is vertical. This
ve
sensiti
the
when
is
cards
and
film
The packet containing the
larly useful.
particu
found
be
will
device
placed into a reservoir inside of the camera, in
and a RR lens.
finder
a
has
camera
The
one
first
the
when
teeth;
on
rest
which they
need be said,
g
nothin
latter,
this
ting
Respec
will be opposite the lens ready for exposure.
who enjoy
firm,
this
by
made
is
excepting thai it
The reservoir is held on pivots inside of the
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a high reputation for the excellence of all their
optical goods.
' The shutter is of peculiar formation.
It
always travels at the same speed, but is capable
of giving exposures with great certainty, from
varying fractions of a second to a time exposure,
the adjustment being made by increasing or
diminishing the width of a slit which passes in
front of the lens.
_ The apparatus is devoid of all complications
in working, there being but three things to bear
in mind, viz. :—1, Wind the shutter; 2, Liberate
the shutter; 8, Push down the lever to change

the film.

Past,

Slides.

Present,

ano

Wuar an old boy I am beginning to think myself,
and I might add, feel myself, for it’s bordering
on the shady side of forty-five years since I first
made friends with the Magic Lantern, and even
then I had past my boyhood.
Observe, kind

reader,

I said,

‘ Magic

tion by which

it was

Lantern,’

for in my

the sole modest appella-

known, and by which I,

for one, love to know it now.
But looking
through the various vendors’ catalogues, guide
books, and even the advertisement pages of our
‘‘up to data” scientific literature, the many
fan-dangled names given to the lantern is
appalling.
But it is not so much the merits or demerits

of the instrument, as the slides at our

disposal,

that I here purpose reviewing, for in that
branch of the study the ball has been kept
rolling with much vigor, year after year, for
decades past, and

there

is no

signs at present

of its progress being impeded.
For in looking
at the material already waiting to be used, the
acceleration bids fair to increase to an unlimited
degree.

The slides of long ago were only intended for
what they aeccomplished—amusing the children
—whereas, the slides of to-day not only amuse
the child, but give learning to the Eton boy,
andthe graduate at Oxford, add to the physician’s
knowledge, help the botanist, encourage the

students of zoology, astrology, geography, electric and magnetic physics, and a host of other
sciences. The sculptor can enjoy in his private
room the works of the greatest masters from
every corner of the globe;

and, without travel,

the painter can cover his canvas with pictures
from nature.
The slides of the past were but a daub in
comparison to the productions of the present.

Then

we

painted

our

hob-goblins,

whatever

was

popular

in

the

we

get, for

a

few pence,

a

finished,

artistic

article, such as we could not have dreamed

of

in the old days.

Not only can we boast of knowledge of the
wonders of the microscope, but positively
possess a picture of our old friend the lady-bird
—before she donned her spotted crimson coat—
in her grub form, busily engaged in the rose
bush, destroying the minutest of pests of the
favourite

plant.

in life moves

Fururs.

By Rev. Joun Sr. Joun.

early days, that was

or

We

can

boast,

too,

of

the

thousands of Nature’s objects, the actual wing of
a dragon-fly, with its intricate structures, which

——

——:0:

Lantern

pigmies,

youthful mind, on a bit of glass im a crude,
schoolboy fashion; but in these days of reform

fairies,

with

such

amazing rapidity, that

the puzzle is, how it is held together.
The lantern slide of my early days was but a
toy, at the present time it is a work

of art, a

great teacher and a powerful preacher.
Who
can say what its future mission may be.
1 will just mention two or three subjects that
will undoubtedly and unreservedly claim the
slide makers attention.
One of the first being,
the colossal Chicago Palace of next year. Those
of us whose privilege it was to visit the French
Capital in 1887, and see for ourselves the
greatest show the world has ever seen, will
regret our inability to meet the folk on the
other side of the fish pond, and congratulate
them on their pluck—for we are informed in
many particulars they intend to outdo their
French

brethren.

But

J, for one, mean to rest

content, for I guess as soon as the doors are
thrown open, in will rush the friends of the
camera, and after that, in due course, will
follow my set of slides, which at once will be

introduced
pardon,

to the Oxy-hydrogen

I should

have

said,

(Oh, I beg

Magic)

Lantern,

and if they compare favourably with the very
beautiful set of the year of ‘87 (which are before
me as I write), I shall be more than satisfied.
Speaking of exhibitions, I would just make a
passing reference to a conference which took
place at the Paris Observatory, on the Ist ult.,

led by M. Francois Deloncle, as to the advisability of constructing a telescope which will
bring the

moon

visually

within four

miles of

the earth. This gigantic instrument, intended
for the Exhibition of 1900, is to be as large as
the Vendome Column in extent, and is to have
a reflecting mirror weighing no less than nine
tons, whilst its general appointments will be on
a sunilarly immense scale. It is too early to
predict the success of such a wonderful undertaking, but I entertain a confidence that if the
project is decided upon, all difficulties will be
conquered in the way of its achievements.
The Rev. John Joseph Nouri, D.D., LL.D.,
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TO

HER

MAJESTY

IN

SCOTLAND.

G. W. WILSON
2, ST. SWITHIN
HAYE
much pleasure
SLIDES, which are
With the exception
are from direct Negatives,
have a guarantee that the
more than maintained.

& C

°9

STREET, ABERDEEN,

in submitting herewith their List of NEW SETS OE LANTERN
now ready for. the Season 1392-93.
of the three tales from Ralston’s Drawings, the whole of the New Sets
and as each Slide is individually tested before being issued, buyers
high standard of excellence of G. W. Winson & Co.’s Slides will be

Kamdene, D'Alston, and Barnesbury’s Tour in the North.—
(From Sketches by Ralston).—28 Slides.
Price 28/-. Describes
adventures of three Cockney tourists in the ‘' Land o’ Cakes.”

The Western Orient: a Glimpse at Morocco and the Moors.
—48 Slides. Price 48/-. There are a few views of the towns of
Tetuan and Tangiers, and a number of photographs of the fast-

the

The Demon Cat.—(From Sketches by Ralston).—26 Slides. Price
26'-.
Narrates the adventures of a cat on board one of Her
Majesty's ships of war, from the time it makes its appearance till it
is scattered in pieces.

dying-out

Tippoo: a Tale of a Tiger.--(From Sketches by Ralston).—3S
Slides. Price 38'-. The adventures of a young tiger cub brought
by Dr. Delaney from India. Not much larger than a cat at the
beginning of the voyage home, in a very short time it provesa
regular ‘‘ white elephant” to its owner, till it is shot by an angry
crowd—not before it has brought about a rapprochement between
its owner and acertain fair Julia,

Ruins and beautiful Architecture of the two cities mentioned.

The Old Towns of Normandy.—70 Slides.
Price 70/-. Views
of this artist's “happy hunting ground,” including Honfleur, Trou~ ville, Caudebec, Rouen, Lisieux, Caen, Falaise, Mont. St, Michel,
St. Malo, &c.

By G. &. Thompson,

Liverpool.

A Ramble through the Maritime Alps and Monaco.—70 Slides.
Price 70/-. A series of views in the districts named, including
pictures of Cannes, Grasse, Nice, Villefranche, and Monte Carlo,
with its famous Casino.
The French Riviera and Monte Carlo.—70 Slides. Price 70/-.
A companion series of views to the set of the Maritime Alps, but
the views are all quite different.
They can be used separately, or
as additional illustrations to the Maritime Alps set. There are a
number of views of the famous ‘‘ Battle of Flowers.”
Lichfield Cathedral.—19 Slides.
Price 19/-, A short lecture on
Lichfield Cathedral, being an addition to the set of readings on
separate Cathedrals,

Glimpses at the Hot Lake
New

Zealand.—25

Slides.

District and
Price

25/-.

the Great Volcano of

A trip to the scene of the

great cruption in the North Island, when the famous Rolomahana
‘Terraces were destroyed, the aspect of the Hot Lake District
entirely changed.
The Canniba! Islands.—60 Slides.
Price60/-.
Asericsof views
of types of the Natives, Plants, Trees, Customs, and Scenery in the
South Sea Islands. Cannibalism prevailed among many of the tribes
inhabiting these islands until within comparatively recent times.

‘*The Pillars of Hercules,’? and Gibraltar and Centa.—40
Slides.
Price 40/-. A series of Photographs around and abont
Gibraltar, the strongest fortress in the world, taken before the
regulations entirely forbidding photography and sketching were
issued, along with a few of Centa on the opposite African Coast.
Spanish Bnll-Fighting is also treated of incidentally.

BESIDES

MANY

NEW

distinctive

native

types

and

costumes.

The

reading

is

by M. Budgett Meakin, late of Morocco.
Two

Slides.

Famous

Price 36/-.

Ruined

Cities—Baalbek

and

Palmyra.— 36

A series of direct photographs of the wonderful

Sir Walter Scott and his Country.—56 Slides. Price 56/-. A
series of photographs of the various places in the South of Scotland
having association with the Author of ‘ Waverley.”
Many of the
places were photographed specially for this set.
Ireland.—80 Slides.
of Ireland,

Price 80/-.

arranged

A series of choice

as a circular

tour.

Photographs

Commencing

with

the

Sights of Dublin, we are taken through the four provinces, County
Wicklow

to Cork

and

Killarney,

then

Causeway, and Belfast.
A number
Irish peasantry are shown.

north

to Limerick,

Giant's

of typical photographs of the

‘* Snap Shots.'’—12 Slides. Price 12/-. A series of hand-camera
work, chiefly by Mr. Welford, of Birmingham, some comic and
some otherwise, but all very good. They include such pictures as
‘Tightrope Walking,” ‘ An Aeronaut preparing to leave his balloon
by a parachute,” ‘“ Coming events cast their shadows before,” Xc.,
&c. There is no reading to this set,

Genre Studies, by Lyddel Sawyer.—10 Slides. Price 10/-. A
serics of beautiful Studies from life, by the well-known Newcastle
photographer, Lyd. Sawyer.
Florence.—40 Slides.
Price 40/-,
A series of views of this
historically and artistically picturesque old town. The Cathedral,
the

Arno, the

Uffizi

Palace, the

Churches,

&c., and

one

or

two

photographs of some of the celebrated masterpieces in the museums
are shown in turn,
Venice and Her Islands.—36 Slides.
The “ Bride
Adriatic,” its Canals, Churches, Palaces, and Architecture.
Around
Naples and
the Island
interesting

of

the

and about Naples.—48 Slides. Price 48/-. Views of
its celebrated Bay, Vesuvius, the Isle of Capri, Pompeii,
of Capri, and the District of Amalfi—a beautiful ond
set.

Cities and Canals of Holland.—50 Slides.

Price 50/-.

A series

of Photographs of Rotterdam,
Delft, Dordrecht, The Hague,
Haarlem, Amsterdam, Edam, &c., with representative views of the

wonderful system of artificial waterways developed

landers,

by the Nether-

City of Berlin.—34 Slides.
Price 34'-. A series of Views of the
principal Buildings, Streets, &c., in the Prussian Capital.

MISCELLANEOUS

VIEWS
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LARGE
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SCENES,
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the Chaldean Archdeacon of Babylon and
Jerusalem—who is also Pontificial Delegate
General of Nedabor and Ex-Grand Secretary
of the Metropolitan Archdiocese of Persia and
India—has lately arrived at San Francisco, and
has positively assured an interviewer that he
has seen the veritable ark of Noah
— the
This
veritable ship of scriptural history.
learned gentleman has been gathering facts for
some years past for a great ecclesiastical history
of the eastern church throughout the world.
The eminent traveller tells how his party

proceeded to ascend to the top of Mount
Ararat.
The smaller of the two horns is
estimated at 16,000 feet high, but their ambition

was not satisfied until the larger of the mountains had been attempted, which is 18,000 feet
in altitude. ‘‘ After waiting some weeks,” says
our authority, “we were abundantly paid for
all our labor, for we discovered what I feel sure
was the ark, the actual work of Noah.
I

discovered it myself, being the first to see it. I
saw it through a field glass at first ; though we
got so close to it that it was visible to the eye

alone.’

rev.

the

Then

gentleman

gives

a

detailed description of the ark, ‘‘ which was,”

‘300

he says,
The wood

yards long and

which

was

a dark

100 feet high.
reddish,

almost

I thoroughly
iron coloured and very thick.
assured myself, gazing long and repeatedly at
different parts of the great craft, that once for
forty days and forty nights had on board of it
every living and creeping animal and insect,
and every flying thing in the world.
“ At length I called the attention of my companions,

who

had

arrived on

the scene, to it,

and they examined it critically, and all admitted
that

they saw

the vessel, the

veritable

ark of

Noah.”
I hope to hear more of this alleged discovery,

for if its interest can be maintained, the lantern

slidest will not be backward in giving us the old
story in new clothing.
Fancy having the
pleasure of directing the attention of your
audience to the screen and saying :—This

picture
that—

ladies

and

gentlemen

demonstrates

‘‘The animals went in two by two,
The lively flea and the kangaroo.”
and so on, and so on.

Far be it from me to doubt the word of the
gentleman spoken of, but it is a pity he had not
taken a small camera

been more convincing.

with him, it would

Amateur photographers are now to be found

have

in every

town in the Kingdom, and they are beginning to find
out that there is no better method of showing their
friends the picture they have taken, than by means of
the optical lantern.
T. C. Herwortu.
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A cheap Portable Lantern Frame
and Screen.
By

Grorce

KILBurRN,

Now that the lantern season is once more upon
us, each one interested in lantern work

will be

busy preparing for the long winter evenings.
For the benefit of those who are in want of a
cheap, as well as a portable lantern-frame and
screen, I herewith give particulars of one I have
just made, and which anyone can make for
themselves.
Procure one dozen ash broomsticks, plain,
without

turned-heads,

at 3s. 6d. a dozen,

50

inches long. Get your local tinner to make 8
sockets, 6 inches long, to fit the broomsticks.
Also 4 angle pieces same length for the corners.
You can use the sticks full length, or cut them
to 48 inches, and fit them to the sockets.

Screw

the sockets fast to one end of the sticks, leaving
one end loose, to allow for taking to pieces for
convenience in packing up.
:
When all the pieces are fitted together we
will have a frame 12 feet square, or by leaving
out one piece on each side, it will make an 8 feet

frame, suitable for an ordinary room or small
school. If all the pieces are sandpapered and
varnished with oak varnish, it forms a nice frame

fit for any room or company.
Sheeting, suitable for showing lantern slides
on, can be had from most drapery establishments.
Mine is best strong bleached sheeting cotton,
(plain not twilled) costing 1s. 9d. per yard, 108
inches wide. Procure some of same quality
about

40 inches

wide, cut it down

the centre;

this will give two pieces of proper width for
sewing to either side of the wide piece. Next
make

a hem at one end, and on one side, wide

enough to allow the poles to slip through, and
put tapes on the opposite sides to the hems.
This forms a frame and sheet which can be put
together in a few minutes by anyone, and packed
up as readily.
For the benefit of those who want the prices
of each article before commencing to make one,
I append the prices which I have paid viz:—

1 dozen ash broomsticks ...
diss
oe
8straight and 4 angle tin sockets 6ins. long
4 yds. strong bleached sheeting 108 inches
wide@ ls. 9d. ......
Par
sae
4 yards ditto, 30 inches wide, @ 7d. a yard

Varnish...
Tape

sa

ee

re

age
Hw?
CONN
on
POorO

Total cost

15°

7
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Common
Fallacies in the
Services to Lanterns.
By

D.

W.

Noakes

Gas

(GREENWICH).

THE appearance in the July number of the
Optical Magic Lantern Journal of a cut representing an alleged patented stop valve, has
brought strongly to my mind some of the fallacies which scem to exist in regard to gas
services to lanterns—some of which even opticians seem inclined to foster. Wehave a strong
instance of this in the valve

above

mentioned,

which, so far as I can gather, is designed to go
between the gas cylinder and any of the various

automatic regulators.
The chief advantage claimed seems to be
that the gas service can be closed without shutting the cylinder valve-—though why on earth
the cylinder valve should not do its own work, I
fail to see any reason.
We are told that if jet cocks are all adjusted
the stop valves open the gas services to the
lantern without hissing in such a way as to
unsettle the audience, make them fear a blowup, perplex the lecturer, &c., &c.; and the point

is strongly pressed as if the ordinary cylinder
valve was incapable of doing the same service.
The valves also possess several other similar
applications, but to my mind, apart from the
fact of an inviting milled head at the service of
the itching fingers of every inquisitive enquirer,
and an extra joint to keep gas tight, it is wrong
practice to in any way throttle the service of
gas to the regulator.
It isa very common fallacy, engendered, no
doubt, before regulators came into general use
(when the consumption of gas was controlled
entirely at the cylinder valve) to open the
cylinder valve insufficiently, and to practically
cut out the whole usefulness of the regulator.
Regulators have been returned to be tested
over and over again, which have been ultimately
found to be in capital working order. Remarks
have also accompanied them to the effect that
the user was very careful to turn on the cylinder only a very little, then when dissolving, the
lights jumped up and down.
Sometimes we are
told they work beautifully, and at other times
are useless. The user no doubt speaks correctly, in the one instance
been working, in the other

the governor
its usefulness

has
has

possible consumption to work the mechanism
of the regulator.
A very gencral idea seems to prevail that by
only partially opening the cylinder valve, the
governor is relieved.
The fact is unless the
governor is being actuated by the whole pressure 1n cylinder, it is really cut out of service,

and becomes simply a channel, or so many
inches added to the usual rubber tubing. To
illustrate my point—in a triple lantern the
demand on the regulator is constantly varying,
sometimes sufficient gas for one light, sometimes
for two, and other times for three, consequently
at all times the cylinder valve must be sufficiently

opened to allow the regulator to rather more than
serve three lights, a slight margin in excess being
necessary to avoid fluctuation on the reduced
pressure side, and to work the reducing valve.
It will thus be scen that the accumulated
pressure in the small aperture immediately
below the governor valve, and above the
cylinder valve, is probably at nearly all times
equal to the maximum pressure in the cylinder,
and

unless

these

conditions

are

present,

the

governor will not be able to work efficiently.
Without doubt, the period during which a
regulator suffers most strain, is when all outlets
connected to the regulator are closed, and the
cylinder valve left open to the regulator. Then,
if the valve of the regulator is not absolutely
tight (and very few are after a little use), it is
easy to see that the pressure will gradually
increase in the regulator, and if the conditions
are observed sufficiently long, and good tight,
sticking rubber tube is used, injury to the
regulator may result.
‘The remedy of shutting the cylinder valve is
so siinple, and conforms so well with what is
usually required in actual practice, that there
is no need for the regulators to be subjected to
any such conditions, except for very short
periods.
In practice the best method is to carefully
adjust the one, two, or three fairs of jet cocks,
or screw down intermediate regulators, as the
case may be, and when lantern is not in use, to

close the oxygen

cylinder valve, the little gas
contained in the regulator is used up and the
regulator is practically at rest.
If

compressed

hydrogen

is used,

and

the

interval before lantern is required is not
exceptionally long, it is better to leave the
hydrogen turned on and the bye-passes burning,
this will keep lenses from steaming and limes
warmed up to avoid cracking. If suddenly the
lantern is required, all that is necessary in a

been completely destroyed by an insufficient
service of gas.
It does not seem to be clearly understood
that for a governor to work efficiently, the
cylinder valve must be opened to pass more gas
bi-unial or tri-unial, is to set the dissolver to
than can be consumed by the inaximum number
pass gas to the first lantern required, open the
of lights the regulator is called upon to supply.
Some gas is required over and above the greatest | hydrogen cocks on back tubes, turn on the
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Magic Lanterns, Slides and Apparatus of Every Description.
TRADE SUPPLIED.
ONE OF THE LARGEST STOCKS IN LONDON.
From the very smallest Lantern, complete with Slides, at 4/-, up to Magnificent Triples & the Most Elaborate Life Model Sets.
We have got what you want if you only knew it, only some people are so satisfied where they are dealing, that they
never trouble to find out how much better they could get some things elsewhere.
Every year we are making
enormous progress ; adding, improving and altering wherever an advantage is to be gained. We started with a
4 page list, now our Catalogue of Lanterns and Slides alone is over 300 Pages.
New Catalogue of over 300 Pages,
Illustrated, free, 1/. Smaller Catalogue, 200 pages, 8d. Catalogue of Lantern Apparatus and popular Slides, 100
pages, 3d., get one of these and judge for yourself.

OVER 6,000 LANTERNS & A MILLION TRANSPARENCIES KEPT IN STOCK.
What do you think of a Nickel Silver Reading Lamp, with flash shutter for 4/6
The very best Hand Painted Chromatrope Designs, by French Artists, at 2/6
per pair. A full size Russian Iron Lantern, with improved 4-wick Lamp, 4-in.
Compound Condenser, Double Combination Front, with Large Aperture, and

Rack Adjustment, in Case, for 60/.

THE CLIMAX

BI-UNIAL LANTERN,

With Solid Brass Fronts, Rolling Curtain, Best
Lenses throughout, Moulded Mahogany Body, Brass

Sightholes,

Brass

Handles,

finished

in

superior

manner throughout.
In Case for £9
For all kinds of Apparatus, Jets,
i Boxes, Dissolvers, Regulators, &c.

9s.
Cylinders, Screens,
See our Catalogue,

Special this Season.

LECTURER’S
LANTERN
STAND.
Very Massive.
Solid Mahogany, with Sliding Legs,
all takes to pieces. An ornament to the room, and
simply invaluable, adjustable to any height. Perfectly rigid, 30/.

“€ / COLORED LITHOGRAPHIC SLIDES
Hidienittiit

iii

s

=

:

i

BeavyriruLLty

FINIsHED.

The newest approach to coloured Photographic Slides of anything yet made and actually mistaken by many persons
for such, give a splendidly clear picture, and as now manufactured and finished by an improved process, bringing
them up to the highest standard of excellence.
Over 50,000 dozen of these slides sold last season.
Price 4/3
per set.

ahi,

Red Reding Hood, new this season, copyright ; Overland Route to India, new this season, copyright; Aladdin,
new this season, series No. 2, copyright; Nellie’s Prayer, by G. R. Sims, new this season, copyright; Sinbad the
Sailor, new this season, series No.2; Life on Board an Ocean
Palace ;Modern London Views, new this season; Romeo and

Juliet, new this season ; Utopia, new this season, by Jerome K.
Jerome, copyright; Natural History, new this season, copyright; Pilgrim’s Progress, new this season ; ‘I'he Charge of the
Light Brigade, and Life with the Colours, new this season,
"
wi
copyright; Natural Phenomena, showing the Wonders of
Nature, new series, copyright designs; Bob the Fireman, or Life in the Red Brigade; ‘‘Cash Three,” a Temperance Story, copyright designs; the Dogs and Monks of St. Bernard, copyright designs; Mischievous Tommy, or a
Boy’s Trouble, copyright designs ;Canadian Life, Past and Present, copyright designs; Life in the Arctic Regions,
new series, copyright designs; Heroes of the Victoria Cross; Heroes of the Lifeboat, copyright; Palestine, first
series, copyright ;the Life of Christ, second series; Robinson Crusoe, second series, copyright ; Old London and

Our Ancestors ;The Life of Joseph; Bluebeard; John
Joys and Sorrows; Palestine Views, No. 2 series ; Don

Marlingspike;

Ali Baba, or the Forty Thicves;

Pussy’s

Gilpin; Life in Africa; Mother Hubbard,
Pompey’s
Quixote; American Sets, Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4; Jacky

Road to Ruin;

Scenes from

Pickwick;

the

Precocious

Piggies; The Educated Cats, and how they were brought up; Punch and Judy; On the Brink, a Tale of Monte
Carlo;

Puss in Boots;

the Pilot’s Story; the House

Chinese Life; the Dwarf Longnose:
Pnantom

Ship; the Klephant’s

ring to-night;

that Jack Built;

Poor Jeremy;

The Land of the Pigtail, or

the Caliph Stork ;Santa Claus; Cinderella, second scrics; Little Muck;

Revenge;

the Tiger and the Tub;

The Swiss Family Robinson;

Bingen on the Rhine;

Reuben Davidger, copyright;

Curfeu must

the

not

Mottoes, series 1 and 2.

GREAT ADVANTAGES TO PURCHASERS OF THE CELEBRATED LITHOGRAPHIC LANTERN SLIDES,
We now give the Complete

Lecture Free in every box of these full size slides.

however, for the effect slides and American

There

are

not

any readings,

views.

We also publish the complete lecture book for these Lighographic Slides, bound in one volume, for 1/ post free 1/3

Photographic Slides, Plain and Coloured, in Immense Variety,

Rackwork, Lever and Slipping Slides, Largest Stock in London

J. THEOBALD & CO., Wholesale Opticians,
43, FARRINGDON ROAD, LONDON, E.C.
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oxygen at cylinder, and slowly open the oxygen

cock on back service tube.
In this way my
bi-unial or trifle lanterns stand ready at every
exhibition, and as the electric light is switched
out in the hall, so I as silently switch our
introductory picture on the screen, in some
cases the introductory picture being composite,
and requiring two or more lanterns for its
projection. An operator or apparatus not capable
of projecting silently the introductory picture
on the screen, should not be tolerated at any
public entertainment.
It is a common fallacy that the hydrogen
governor suffers undue strain whilst only passing
sufficient gas for the byc-passes, but this is not
so, whilst the bye-pass cocks are open the
governor is only subjected to the usual working
strain, as a faulty governor Icaking anys
faster than the consumption of the bye-passes
would be unworkable.
Another fallacy also seems to exist, that a
faulty governor passing more gas than is consumed, can be corrected by puttirg a cork on
the outlet. The usual result of using a faulty
governor is the blowing off of the flexible
connecting tubes caused by the valve not closing
tightly, and permitting gas to pass faster than
consumed, thereby causing pressure to accumulate sufficient to expand the flexible tube to
a larger size than the brass connections.
It is
absolutely useless to put a cock on the outlet
tube, the gas must escape, and if stopped by a
cork

at

the

proper

outlet,

it will

find

an

improper outlet at the weakest part of the
regulator. The only cure in a case of this kind,
is to have

the valve put in order if faulty, or if

particles of dust or any material prevent the
valve from accurately bedding these of course

must be removed.
A good many regulator valves act imperfectly
through particles of any kinds of matter getting
blown up the stem and on to the valve seat, thus
preventing the valve from closing. I have even
found

pieces of straw,

string, brick-dust,

and

materials of many kinds such as arc likely to
collect and lodge in the outer part of cylinder
valve

during

transit.

It is, therefore,

good

practice before connecting the regulator, to
carefully wipe the seating on cylinder, and turn
on the gas sharply for a second, to blow out
any dust that may be present.
Yet another fallacy, and a very common one,
viz., the use of grease, soap, beeswax, white

lead, &c., to stop leakage around the screw
which connects regulator to the cylinder—it is
utterly futile—the only way to make an
absolutely tight joint is to bed the bull nose
in stem accurately in the valve seat on the
cylinder, and if this is not done, neither bees-

wax, soap, nor any other stopping material will
arrest the leak.
In transit, particles of all
kinds of matter get lodged in the cylinder valve,
and nineteen times out of twenty, a dirty seating
is the cause of a leaky connection.
Although,

of course, now and then a leakage is caused by
injury to either the valve seating on cylinder or
the stem on regulator. The firm of which I am
a member, have been supplying leather cone
washers, the shape of the seating which admit
of a tight jomt being made with less pressure
applied to the usual differential connection, and
adds much more life to the stem and seating.
As we are discussing cylinders, I would also
like to refer readers to a quotation from ‘“‘ Practical Hints to Practical

Lanternists,’’ of whizh

{ am part author.
«“\ word here about cylinders will not ke out
of place, and users are warned not to oil or

grease their fittings, nor use gauges that have
been tested with oil. Compressors also advise
that separate gauges should be used for oxygen
and hydrogen, as gauges have been exploded in
practice through the above-mentioned causes;
but, we

believe, and

are

continually

advising

our clients that all source of trouble is removed
if, before attaching the gauges, the valve of
cylinder is slightly opened. The least little bit
will do it, and then, instead of the hand of the

gauge being knocked round with the sudden
impact which occurs when a sticky valve is
suddenly opened, it will go round slowly, and
subject the gauge to no undue strain. The

sudden impact that probably explodes any oil or
hydrogen contained in the gauge is thus
avoided.”
In spite of my instructions, it has come to my

knowledge that assistants who have well known
the fact, have neglected this simple precaution,
and serious results have followed.
In order to
prevent the recurrence of accidents through the
above cause, I am now making the subject
matter of a patent, a little incxpensive devisc
that can be fitted to any existing gauges, which
I believe will put it out of the power of any
operator, either through ignorance, or carelessness, to explode a gauge.
Gauges are not the only things that suffer by
reckless opening of the cylinder valve, great
strain at times is put on the regulators in the

same way.
Method and order should always accompany
all lantern work, and too great care cannot be
taken over the gas services to lanterns.
The
regulators,

flexible

tubing,

dissolver

and

jets,

should all be of the very best description.
Since the use of compressed gas has become
general, faults in the above pieces of apparatus
have become apparent, where before they were
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unnoticed ; this, no doubt, being caused by the
pressure given off by the regulators being double
that of the old bag pressure.
Many dissolvers
and jets of inferior make sent to be adjusted,

have come under my notice, and although they
worked fairly well when bags were used, they

only cause trouble and extreme disappointment
when used with compressed gas.
It cannot be too clearly understood that the
importance of attachments to the rear of the
lantern becomes intensified when compressed
gas is used.
Only the very best flexible tubing
should

be used,

of right bore

and

substance,

and not the usual commercial gas tubing.

The
tube should not be porous or hard, but fully
elastic and about 8-16 in. bore. The flexible
tubes should not be tied or wired on to the
brass connections, but should of itself grip
sufficiently to keep gas tight under proper conditions, and should be perfectly free to fly off
under improper conditions.
When the lantern is ready for the gas connections to be made, the cylinders should be stood
up on end, the valve seat wiped clean, the key

applied to valve, and the valve opened
so as to blow out the
leading to the valve seat. After doing
not jamb the valve down, but leave it
for a moment

easy to open.

The

cone

washers

sharply
passage

this, do
free and

should

now

be put in, and the winged screw on regulator
stem screwed into cylinder neck, not quite
home, but with one or two threads left in sight.
The body of regulator should then be turned
till the round nose on its stem beds on the
valve seat of cylinder—or on the washer if one
is used—the winged nut should now be screwed
up tightly, and the great power given by the
leverage of the wings, and the differential screw,

will press the regulator stem on to the valve
seat of cylinder so that even 1,800 lbs. pressure
to the square inch will not leak through.
In order to test if joint is tight, hold finger
over the outlet so as to prevent escape, and
open the cylinder valve slowly, then by placing
ear close to the cylinder valve we can by the
sense of hearing detect even a minute leak. If
it is round the regulator stem, the winged screw
must be tightened down a little more; but if
round the steel spindle of a “Chapman” valve
on.the cylinder, a spanner must be used and the
gland nut tightened down.
It is not only a common fallacy, but a
dangerous one, to try and find the leak on an
oxygen cylinder with a lighted match or taper—
it is quite possible to set an oxywen cylinder on
fire by so doing-—if you cannot locate the leak
by the sense of hearing, wipe a litttle spittle
round the joint and bubbles will show the
exact spot.

Having made the connection “gas tight,”
connect up to back tube on lantern with the
usual flexible tube, and if mixed

jets are used,

repeat the process with the hydrogen cylinder,
secing that all the intermediate regulators on
jets are closed, also the cocks on back service

tubes. Limes having been put on jets, set the
dissolver to serve one of the lanterns, open
hydrogen cock on back tube, then regulator on
jet, and light at the nozzle. After once using the
jet, somewhere
near the actual quantity
necessary willbe known. Now turn the dissolver
for one of the other lanterns and admit in the
same way somewhere about the right quantity
of hydrogen, at the same time observing if the
bye-pass is open and the jct out, but served with
sufficient hydrogen to relight.
Now turn on
oxygen at cock on back service tube, and then
slowly open the regulator on oxygen side of jet,
adjusting both the quantities of hydrogen and
oxygen to give the best light, repeat the process
with the one or two other lanterns as the case
may be, and, if this is done

carefully, not

too

quickly, even with the jets full of air, no noise
or hissing need be made.
As soon as the jets are properly adjusted,
turn off oxygen at cylinder, allowing regulator
to empty, put the dissolver in position for
serving

all lanterns,

and

nearly turn

off the

cock on hydrogen service tube, leaving it
sufficiently open to supply a small flame in each
lantern.
When the lecture or entertainment is
about to commence, close oxygen cock on

service tube, and open the cylinder.
Set the
dissolver right for lantern (or lanterns) to
project the first picture. The lantern is then
in absolute readiness.
As the electric light is switched out in the
hall the operator opens fully hydrogen cock on
service tube—then
oxygen cock on _ service
tube—and the first picture can be flashed on
the screen without noise or hiss of any kind.
No lanternist should rest content if his apparatus
or his skill will not admit of similar efficiency.
The subject of gas services to lanterns is a
large one, and much more could be said.
Fortunately, of late years, many lanternists
have come into the field, who take great pride
in smooth, silent, and

efficient

working, and I

am hoping that ere long the hissing, alarming,
and unsettling operator will have read our
‘Practical Hints’ and learned by heart one of
our ‘‘nibs” which says, ‘‘ the operator may be
seen but should not be heard.”
Tio process of making

bromide

enlargements

from

small negatives is very simple.
‘To the professional
photographer it is a source of profit, and to the amateur
a great pleasure.
G. D. Mitstry.
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) ROBERT H. GLARK’S
2/6

“SPECIAL” LANTERN.
To

or

burn

Paraffin,

Lime-Light,

can

or any

be

Mineral

added

Oil,

without

alteration to the Lantern.
The ‘ Special” Lantern has a japanned body with
dome-shaped
top, spring slide holder, japanned
sliding tubes, with brass O.G.
It hasa4 inch planoconvex compound condenser in brass cell, and double
combination achromatic front lens, with rack and

;
<.

—

pinion adjustment, and has a sliding shutter or
Hasher.
Price complete, with 3 (14 in.) wick lamp..
23/6
”
»
»
(isin) ,,
”
25/”
»
”
,,
£(2in)
”
26/6

e

A Splendid Collection of Photographic Slides,
This Series includes—Bible Pictures, Temperance

Plain, 6d., Hand-painted, 1/- each.

Stories, Humorous Sets, Scenery, Portraits, Statuary, Hymns, &c.

CHROMO-LITHO SLIDES, SPLENDIDLY COLOURED.
Hach

Set contains

12 Slides (34 x 34), and is packed

in neat box. Prices 4/3 per Set;
6 Sets for 23/-, or 12 Sets for 45/-.

3 Sets for 12/-.

A Copy of the readings free with cach Set of Slides.
Life of Christ, 2 Sets.
Parable of the Prodigal Son.
The Pilgrim's Progress.

Blue Beard.

The Calculating Cobbler.
Overland Route to India, 2 Sets.
The Emigrant’s Voyage.
The Arctic Expedition.

Continenta! Views.
Views of London, 2 Sets,
Natural History, 2 Sets.
Natural

Phenomena,

Lap, 4 Sets.

2 Sets.

Sinbad the Sailor.
Cinderclla, 2 Scts.

Fun’s dition of the Pocts.
Red Riding Hood.
Elephant’s Revenge.
Tiger and Tub.
Swiss Family Robinson.
Reuben

John Gilpin.
Dick Whittington.
Mother Hubbard.
Pompey’s Joys and Sorrows.
Jackdaw of Rheims.
Robinson Crusoe, 2 Scts.
Jack and the Beanstalk.
Aladdin, or
the
Wonderful

Jack the Giant Killer.
Gulliver’s Travels.
Life of Joseph.
Views of Palestine.
Nellic's Prayer,

Davidger.

Mischievous Tommy,

Cash Three (‘'cmpcrance).

lhife in Africa.
Santa Claus.
Bingen on the Rhine,
Precocious Piggies.
‘lhe Pilot's Story.
Jacky Marlinspike.
‘Vhe Educated Cats.

House that Jack Built.
Ali Baba.
Punch and Judy.
Poor Jerimi.
Curfew must not ring to-night.
Bob the Fireman.
Dogs and Monks of St. Bernard,
Life in the Arctic Region.
Canadian Life.
Old London and Our Ancestors.
Life on Board an Occan Palace.

Romeo and Juliet.
Life with the Colours.
Victoria Cross Heroes.
Lifeboat Herocs,
Utopia.
Pussy’s Road to Ruin.
On the Brink: a Tale of Monte
Carlo.
Chinese Life.
.
Scenes from Pickwick, «c.
Puss in Boots.
The Dwarf Longnose.
The Caliph Stork.
Little Muck: or, The Wonderful
Shoes.
The Phantom Ship.
Iiticct Slides, 3 Sets.

Lecture Books, contwining Reading for the Chromo-Litho Slides, price 10d., or post free 1/-.
Special Sets of Chromo-Litho Slides, Celebrated American Views, &c, price 3/- per Set, or £4 Sets for 1l]-. New Sets,
containing 8 Slides, price 2/- per Set, or 4 Sets for 7/6. New Sets of 48 Slides, illustrating Lhe Life of frederick the
Great ; and the Emperor William I., price 11/- per Set, or the 2 Sets for 20]-.
Full Size Changing Comic Slipping Slides in mahogany frames, 6/6 doz.
Lever-action Slides from 1/6
each.
Rackwork (including chromatropes), 2/6 each.
Best quality double motion Interchangeable Chromatropes, price 4/3. Extra Discs from gd. per pair.

The New

“ Lightning”

double carrier frame 1/3, or post free 1/6.

Lecturer’s Reading Lamp, with flash shutter,

showing Red Light Signal, price 2/6, carriage paid 3/-.

Small Magic Lanterns to burn Mineral (Paraffin) Oil, from 1/-.
New

and Enlarged

application to—

Catalogue, with many

Slides from 5d. doz,

reductions in price, gratis and

post free, on

ROBERT H. CLARK, WHOLESALE OPTICIAN, ROYSTON, HERTS.

x.
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THE

FLYING
PROVISIONAL

3/6

FROM

PATENT

ALL

CARRIER.
16177.

DEALERS.

This carrier is the only absolute perfect one at the price, being selfcentering and entirely automatic in changing. Once use this, and you
will use no other.

/.. BITRESINGLE LANTERN
Mose

SOSHOHHOOOOSD

Nisa

CLASS,

( eG
Ne
B
Wn27

fh

Seoseseosvoseoso

prints

myn

Full details can be learned

H. from the picture, and prices
from HOLMES
VTL

Hac

te

i

Al

AIAN

& WATSON,

Islington.

LEVIATHAN

THE

TRADE

ONLY

SUPPLIED

BY

THE

SOLE

WHOLESALE

AGENTS—

JOS. LEVI & CO., 40, Furnival St., Holborn, London, E.C.
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Lantern
By W.

Condensers.
I. Crapwick.

Wuen a beam of parallel light A A, Fig. 1, falls

upon a convex lens, the rays will be bent towards
the centre and made to converge approximately
to one point f, which is called the principal
focus.
other

Fig. 3, let us say
4in. The conjugate B has
moved further away from the lens—to 12 inches
(4 in. and 12 in. being the conjugates of a 3 in.
focus lens), and if we move tho point of light A
still nearer to f, say to 3} in., the conjugate

If, on the
hand,
a

diverging beam of
light
proceeded
from a point at f,
the rays could be
traced back—that
is to say, they
would,

after

leaving «the ‘lens

Fig. L.

on the other sidc, proceed parallel to A A. 2ireco

If the point of light be brought nearer to the
lens than the principal focus f, as shown at A
(Fig. 2), the lens
would have too
much work to perform to send the
rays parallel, and
they would proceed from the lens
divergent as B B,
though
not
as
Fig. 2. *
much divergent as
before they entered§the lens.
When the point of light isYoutside the focus,

as at A Fig. 3, the rays on the other side of the
lens will meet at some point B (approximately),

andsif the point of light be moved to B the rays

Fig. 4.

B will be found at 21 inches on the other side,
and so on

Fig.3.

would meet at A; so we see that A and B are
reciprocal, and are called the conjugate foci, one

having a distinct relation to the other.
As the
point of light A Fig. 3 advances towards f, the
conjugate B will move away from the lens on
the other side, but not in the same proportions
as A advances, for the longer focus always
moves more rapidly than the shorter.
If we
assume the lens to be 3 in. focus, the conjugates
A and B being equal, will be 12 in. apart or
6 in. from thel ens on each side.
In Fig. 4 we have caused the point of light A
to be brought nearer to the lens than is shown in

as A approaches the lens, B recedes,

until at length when the point of light arrived
at f parallel rays would be produced as;shown
in Fig. 1.
:
Now, let us see how these few remarks apply
toalantern condenser.
Ono important function
in a condenser is to collect as much light at
possible, and in passing it on through the slide,

the rays now forming the picture must converge
to a point somewhere in front, and that somewhere is in or about the centre of the objective
in use—that is to say, the objective must be at
B Fig. 3, or at B Fig. 4.

When a lantern and screen has been assigned
to their respective places, there is only one
position for the objective in use to make the
picture focus on the screen, and as the conjugate
B must meet in the objective, and, as has been

shown, this conjugate has another conjugate A,
which is the point of light, it is quite clear that
the focus of the objective defines the position of
the light.
If, then,

Read at the Stereoscopic Club.
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the condenser

be 3 in. focus

and

the objective 12 in. (or such as would require
the conjugate B at 12 inches), then the point
of light must be at 4 in. from the lens, as shown
in Fig. 4, but if an objective of 6 in. focus be
applied the light must be moved back to 6 in.,
as shown in Fig. 3.
Now the law that ‘diverging light varies in
intensity inversely as the square of the
distance,” shows clearly that by moving the
light back from 4 in. to 6 in. we have lost about
one half of it, and demonstrates the fact that
whatever be the focus of a condenser best suited
to a long focus objective, it cannot possibly be
near so good—as a light collector—as a shorter
focus condenser would be when shorter focus
objectives are employed.
There is a limit to the shortness of focus for
a lantern condenser on account of the heat
given

off by the incandescent

lime,

and when

this limit has been reached for use with a short
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focus objective, the condenser must inevitably
break if an objective of longer focus be employed.
Single lenses, such as are shown for simplicity
in explanation at Figs. 1 to 4, are never used as

lantern condensers for two good reasons, firstly,
they would be too thick to stand the heat given
off with

the light;

and,

secondly, they suffer

from a defect known as spherical aberration, of
which we shall have something to say presently.
A Biconvex lens of 8 in. focus and 4% in.
diameter would

If we introduce a third lens, which should be

of long foci

and

consequently

very

thin, we

should be able to get the light within the
distance of say 2 in.; this would diverge the
rays, and the middle lens would receive the
diverging

rays

and

pass them

on

practically

parallel to the last lens, which would converge
to the conjugate B’, as shown at Fig. 7.

be about 2 in. thick, and would

not stand the heat for many minutes.
Now let us see what two lenses will do.

The

advantage

then

is that we

get a thin

lens of suitable focus and diameter close up to
the light, and with such a combination
as

shown at Fig. 7 light may be collected and
Tig, 5.
In Fig. 5 we have two plano-convex lenses, ; utilised up to an angle of 95°, which is not
possible with any single or double condenser.
under similar conditions as explained in reference
Very early in this communication it was said
to Fig. 1; divergent light from a point A
that rays converged approximately to one point
immerges practically parallel, and parallel light
for, as a matter of fact, no single lens having
falling upon the second lens is conveyed to B;
spherical surfaces has the power to converge
here we have very nearly the same conditions
rays absolutely to one point, so that it is not
as at Fig. 3; but these two lenses, which are
possible by any single lens to obtain an exact
each 6 in. focus, are only half the thickness,
focus.
consequently they are less liable to fracture by
Sir John Herschel has shown
that the
heat. If we place the point of light near to f,
the rays immerging would diverge (see Fig. 2), spherical aberration may be reduced to onefourth of that of a single lens in its very best
and these diverging rays, falling upon the
form, by means of two plano-convex lenses
second lens, would converge to the conjugate
having their convex surfaces towards each
B’; but these lenses, being of equal diameters,
other, and their radii as 1 to 2:3.
the second lens would not take up all the
But it was Dolland who, over one hundred
diverging rays from the first lens, the marginal
years ago, first laid down the principle that
rays would be thrown into the mount, and
spherical aberration of single lenses is proportherefore lost, as shown in Fig. 6,
tional to the cube of half the angle of the
transmitted rays. But, says Dolland, “if two
glasses be so proportioned and situated that
the refraction be equally divided, then they will
each produce a retraction equal to half the
required

Fig. 6.
Where for a pair of 6 in. focus plano-convex
lenses, A B! represent the conjugates of the
second lens at 12 in. each; C C' the conjugates

of the pair of lenses, viz., 6 in. on

each

side ;

B B' the 12 in. and 4 in. conjugates of the pair
of lenses, and demonstrates the fact that of a

4 in. diameter

front

lens only 34 in. of its
the 19 in. objective is

diameter is utilised when

employed.

angle,

and

therefore

the

refraction

being in proportion to the cube of half the angle
taken twice, will be but a fourth part of that
which is in the proportion to the cube of the
whole angle, because the cube of one is but
the eighth part of the cube of two, and so the
aberration where the two glasses are rightly
proportioned, is but the fourth of what must
inevitably be when the whole is performed by
;
only one lens.”
Now, by the same reasoning, where the
reiraction is divided between three lenses, the

aberration will be found to be but a ninth of
what would be produced by a single lens,
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STOCKS

xi

PATENT

OIL LAMP FOR OPTICAL LANTERNS.

This Lamp gives a magnificent

By an ingenious arrangement
placed more

advantageously

white

light, and is acknowledged to be far superior to any other lamp.

the side projecting plates are so constructed

that the light is condensed

and

towards the condensers and reflector than in any other lamp.

The draught can be accurately regulated by means of the rack and pinion on the chimney.
The

Reflector

works

on an entirely

new

principle,

and

cau

be placed exactly in focus with the?con-

densers, and as it is outside the combustion chamber is not liable to become discolored when in use.
The Lamp can be successfully used in rooms which become vitiated with impure air

lamps smoke or fail to burn.
©. The Perforated Screen adds to the steadiness

where

other

of the flame by breaking up the current of air as it enters

the back of the Lantern.

,

The heat of the Lamp never causes the glass plates to crack.
The Lamp is admirably adapted

for nse in enlarging

Lanterns,

by placing a piece of finely ground

glass

close to the front glass of Lamp.
Can be fitted to any Lantern in the place of ordinary lamp.
Full instructions containing practical hints sent with each Lamp.
Lamp has four 113 inch wicks.

Price
Thin Glass Plates for front of Lamp, price Gd. each.

28 /Mica Plates for back of Lamp, price 9d. each.

CAN BE OBTAINED THROUGH ALL DEALERS IN LANTERNS AND SLIDES,

REOSCOPIC fi
STECAMERA.
KERSHAW’S
New

Patent Time

and Instantaneous

Shutter,

25s.
With extra Front Board for Single Views, and
Six Barnett’s Patent Dark Slides.
Weight 4 lbs.

CHADWICE’S
Beaches

EEE mls

Flap Shutter,
10s.

New Time and Instantaneous Shutter,
6s. 6d. each.

CHADWICKS

Same

Camera

packed up,

with

lens-board

versed and lenses carried inside.

re-

|
|

eee

Stereoscope,

With 5-in. Focus Achromatic Lenses, Brass Eye
Shades, Double Metal Grooves for Transparencies, and
an Extra Ground Glass, 17s. 6d.
If with movement to separate
Lenses, as per Illustration,

W. I CHADWICK, 2, St. M.
The Optical Magic Lantern Journal,
Oct. 1st, 1892.

A

FEW

WORDS

HAND CAMERAS.
HERE

are

of both
amateur
photographers
who
Stereoscopic
Slides

hundreds

and
professional
made
fairly successful
before

I

came

on

Dear ReApER,—Did you ever know a cyclist
to be satisfied with his ‘‘ Machine’’ for more
than a year? My experience of cyclists is, that
they are always changing, and it is quite amusing to hear their arguments in favour of every
new machine they get. Well, it is just about
the same with Hand Camera men—or worse.
I never knew a man yet who was satisfied with
a Magazine Hand Camera for more than a season. Of course, they were delighted when they

the

scenes,

and

who

have cut and transposed hundreds of stereo
prints without knowing the reason why they
had to be so treated. The fact that the prints
must be cut and transposed’ was enough for
them, and they did not bother further in the

got their last ‘(latest novelty,”

matter.
On
the other hand, there were
others who used to bother a very great deal,

and some of these gentlemen invented theories
and principles of their own, and they talked
and wrote for publication their ideas, which in
many instances lead others astray and caused
serious trouble.
Stereoscopic Photography is, without doubt,
the most beautiful and fascinating branch of
the ‘‘art science”’ for amateurs

to pursue,

but

with imperfectly constructed or cobbled up
apparatus, on unscientific principles, there are
few things more unsatisfactory ;on the other
hand, by suitable appliances, the whole thing is
delightful and easy.
‘From ,Negatives taken by my Camera (in
which the centres and conditions will be technically correct) Stereo Transparencies may be
printed by my Stereo Printing Frame without any
cutting or trouble in transposing. In fact, the

Dark

a
dozen good Stereo Transparencies from a dozen
different negatives in a single evening. But so
much cannot be said truthfully for Lantern
exposure,

and

for a Lantern

fogged, is a decided

neces-

scope.

the

most

dozen,

or

twenty,

if you

like.

The

Camera

may be used in the hand for Snap Shots, or on
a Tripod for time exposures like any ordinary
Camera.
Any suitable lens may be used in it,
but the one which I supply is a Rapid Doublet
equal to any in the market.
The Shutter is
Kershaw’s Patent, adjustable for speed.

Slide, even if a little

advantage

doubt,

sing screen, which latter may be used or left at
home.
Plates or films may be used with equal
advantage, no sheaths or paper backing to
bother with ; you can go out with just as many
plates as you wish—say two or three, half a

sary for Lantern Slides is not required for the
Stereoscope.
The chief thing to observe in
printing Stereo Transparencies is to expose long
enough, and develop far enough, remembering
thata flat picture, and what would be called
over dense

without

and pinion movement, focus index, and a focus-

the same, technical
development

are,

those of thirty-five years ago. My Practical
Hand Camera is not a magazine, nor is it a fixed
focus. It is provided with a perfect double rack

difficult to get wrong, and it is easy to make

Slides by anybody, because

Slides

practical of all plate holders, though the English
patterns are far too heavy and clumsy, and when
they are well made, as they ought to be, they
are frightfully expensive ; indeed, they are made
to-day without the slightest improvements on

whole is so systematically arranged that it is

excellence,

and sang its

praises for a week or two ; then something goes
wrong, and they wish to part with it to get
another of a different pattern. But how is it
that the same thing does not apply in the case of
ordinary Cameras?
Why, because there is no
bother with magazines or trouble with unnecessary complications.
When a man buys a good
Half-plate or a Whole-plate Camera he is usually
satisfied for years, his only trouble then is the
weight; but with one of my Patent Cameras and
Barnett’s Dark Slides for Half-plates he has no
trouble at all, for he knows he has the lightest
practical camera on earth.
For further particulars see Catalogue.

for the Stereo-

PRICE:

THE

STEREOSCOPIC
2d. Post

MANUAL,

Quarter-plate Size, without Lens, 60s.
With Lens and View Meter, complete, £4 10s.

Free.

Stereoscopic Size, £4.

Lenses extra.

ARY'S ST, MANCHESTER,
STEREOSCOPIC
Two

CATALOGUE,

Stamps.

|

Hand

Camera Pamphlet Free per Post.
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EASTMAN'S
“SOLIO” PAPER.
The large and increasing sale of our Gelatino-Chloride
Paper has induced us to give it a trade name by which it may
be known throughout the world. A New Label will therefore.
be substituted for the present one as soon as possible.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

That our “Solio” Paper produces better prints than any albumen paper.
Hither matt or glice surfaces are easily obtainable.
Any tone can be easily and regularly obtained.
It is cheaper than any first-class albumen paper.
It is the most conveniently packed paper in the world.
There is no waste in silvering.
There is no waste in cutting.
These seven clauses are endorsed by the best judges in the photographie world.
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Quire 15/-
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‘ 7-Quire 4/» Ys-Quire 1/4

7/6

Special Cabinet size, 6 x 44in., 24 Sheets, area equal to 612 (nor 624 square inches), 1/-

THE
EASTMAN’S

SINGLE

SOLUTION

TONING

BATH.

« SOLIO”’ PAPER may be toned by any bath at the option of the user.

The
advantages of a single solution bath are, however, so obvious that we are now ready to supply
18 ounces. Price, including packing and postage to any part of the United Kingdom, 2/9.
This combined bath will tone from three to four of our shilling packets, and all persons using
our ‘‘ Solio’ Paper should at least try it.
FOR CONTINENTAL SIZES SEE CONTINENTAL LISTS.

EASTMAN PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS COMPANY, LTD.,
115, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, wW.
PARIS: 4, PLACE VENDOME.
NICE: PLACE GRIMALDI,
ROCHESTER, N.Y.,U.S.A. THE EASTMAN KODAK Co.

because three times the cube of one is but oneninth of the cube of three.

For a well illuminated picture, the further
within reason, that one is seated from a large disc
the better will the pictures appear; hence,
instead of the cheap seats being at the end of
the hall furthest from the pictures, that is the
part where the reserved seats should be placed.
The cheapest seats will of course occupy the

To those who have followed what has now
been said the advantages of a triple condenser
for lantern purposes must be manifest.
The condenser which we now introduce to
your notice is a triple combination constructed
on the lines here advanced, though the foci of immediate front, whilst the intermediate will
the lenses mentioned to illustrate our remarks | take the intermediate place.
At such an entertainment as I am speaking of,
are not necessarily those we have adopted.
there will be certain people in the reserved seats
No reference has been made to the density or
quality of the glass, or to the various forms of who will resent the 3d. people walking past the
reserved seats in order to get to their accomodrcondensers, and some other matters, with a
tion. Of course it is very absurd for reserved
desire not to make this communication too
seat people to think thusly, but as human nature
technical.
is at present, it cannot be helped, so the best way
0
is to make them comfortable and humor their

Secrets

of Success of a Lantern
Lecture—No. 1
By

Wroeoiram

fads, and in order to do so, the sereen must be

| so placed in the hall that this is avoided.
In the majority of halls, the door enters from
one end, the position for the screen then, is at the

KirkKLAND.

| same end of the hall as the doors are situated;

In alluding to a lantern entertainment when a
charge for admission is made, two very im-

for, strange to say, there are a number of people
who, though proud to be able to walk pass cheap

portant items have to be considered.

seats into those of a reserved

First the

character, object

entertainment, as an entertainment, must be a / to poor

success;

and second, from a financial point, a
fair balance of cash should result after all
expenses have been paid.
A lantern lecture or entertainment, for which
a charge is made for admission, caunot be con-

sidered ‘successful’ unless these two items
have been fulfilled.
It is perhaps a little doubtful whether it can be
considered that the lecturer draws the audience,

or it is due to the locality of the place of meeting, and the judicious manner in which the
inhabitants have the announcement brought to
their notice. However, be that as it may, the
locality of the meeting-house is in a great
measure

responsible for success or non success;

so above all things it is essencial that a room or
hall in the most convenient part of the town or
village be secured.
Not only must the room be
in a good position, but it must be a place that is
well known and, above all, must be of good

8d. people walking past their seats in
order to get to their places. This, of course, is
not as it should be, but itis as itis, as any student

of human nature will be aware.
The relative
comfort as regards stuffed seats and forms need
not be dwelt upon.
Tn the matter of tickets for admission, nothing
but the best card and work, combined with

neatness
of design should be entertained.
Slovenly printing always proclaims a cheap
style of entertainment.
The same remark will
also apply to programmes, for nothing looks
worse than ‘‘the 10,000 copies for 8s. 6d. style’’
that is now and then met with.
Of coursé it is necessary that the news of the
lecture or entertainment be “‘noised abroad.”’
This can be done in a varicty of ways including

show bills, sandwich men, and the display of
tickets in as many shop windows as possible, at
which places they should be on sale.
Ministers, school masters, and others who are

repute.

able to infiuence the populace, should be inter-

The place of meeting having been determined
upon, the question arises, what shall be the prices
of admission?
No hard and fast rule can be
made about this, so many things depending
upon it, but in the majority of cases these can

viewed,

be considered as Is., 6d. and 3d.
The positions occupied by the relative priced
seats is commonly as follows :—1s. seats in front,

6d. seats in the middle, and 3d. seats at

the

back. Now this arrangement may be all right
for a theatrical or conjuring entertainment but for
the lantern the order should be entirely reversed.

and

delicate

free tickets forced

way.

Their

presence,

on

them

it should

in a

be

explained to them, ‘‘is to lend weight, as they are

considered

representative folks, &c.’’ Now, as
one good turn deserves another, those who have
accepted free tickets will naturally put in a good
word to their friends about the coming entertainment. It is obvious that by giving away a
number of of passes judgematically, and thus, by
the action of wheels working within wheels, a
good paying audience may be obtained. It is well
to arrange to give the shopkeepers who exhibit
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bills and sell tickets, a couple of passes for their
With reference to the price of seats
that are given as recompense for this I shall not
suggest, but leave it to the good sense of the
management.
In some cases it has been the
practise to give tickets for cheap seats, knowing
full well that the difference in price between
these and reserved ones will be paid, but this is
trouble.

hardly justice; however, as I said, it must be left

to the good sense of the management.

of the desired focus and measure off the necessary space between the screen and the place
where the lantern should be set.
Supposing we are called upon to operate the
lantern in a hall 25ft. in length, we first ascertain the size of disc desired, which we will

suppose to be 10ft.

With an objective having

a focus of 6in., how

far from

the screen

must

the lantern be placed in order to produce a
10ft. disc ?
Here is the rule by which it can be ascertained.

A very important individual—the editor of
the local paper, must not be omitted, he
is a man whose pen might work wonders, |
Let A = focus of objective.
consequently it is well to keep on the right side
,, B = diameter of slide.
of him.
»
C=
Ps
dise.
Many pcople will not trouble about purchasing
, D = distance between the lantern and
tickets beforehand, and money is not supposed
screen.
to be taken at the doors, so arrangements
should be made for obtaining tickets as near as
Multiply the diameter of the circle required
possible to the entrance.
(C) by the focus of the lens (A) and divide by
In my second part I will say a few words
the diameter of the slide (B).
respecting how to ensure the success of the
exhibition itself.
CxA
a
D
5
20 feet.

It is thus seen that in order to produce a 10ft.

Discs

and

their Relation
the Lens.

disc with a 6in. objective, the lantern

to

WE have had such a great demand for the
back number of this journal containing this
table, that we here reproduce it ;—
When one is called upon to give a lantern

entertainment in a hall or room, the following
questions will be uppermost in the mind of the
operator :—(1) What size of disc can be obtained
with a lens of a certain focus? (2) How far distant from the screen must the lantern be placed
in order to get a disc of a certain size with a
given lens of ascertained focus?
Doubtless
many more questions will arise, but these mentioned will be of the most importance.
Itis a
“rule of thumb” practice for an operator to
wheel his apparatus up and down a room in
order to find the desired position from which to
officiate, and the minds of any spectators will
not be confirmed in the idea that the exhibitor
thoroughly understands his business. How very
much more simple and satisfactory is it to
reason thus before starting for the place of
entertainment.
A screen of — feet diameter is
required, so if I bring a lens of — focus the
lantern must

be —

feet from

the screen,

placed 20ft. from the screen.
On the other hand, we may
lenses of different foci, and itis
the screen and the lantern must
positions which we will suppose

must

be

possess several
necessary that
occupy certain
to be just 20ft.

apart, and that the diameter of the disc must be
10ft. How are we to ascertain whether we
must use a lens of 4, 5, 6, 7, or other

number

of inches in focus?
Multiply the distance between the lantern
and the screen (D) by the size of opening of
slide (B) and divide by the size of disc (C).

Dx
Co

A focus of lens

_20 xX 3 _a.
16
Gin focus.

Again: We have a lens of 6in. focus, and
intend that 20 feet shall intervene between the
lantern and the screen, and wish to know

what

size of disc can be produced.
In order to caleulate this it is necessary that we multiply the

distance between the lantern and the screen (D)
by the size of slide opening (B), and divide by
the focus of the lens used (A), which gives us

D <P =6 size of dise =X? - rot, diam. of disc.

the

length of the room being of course taken into
consideration in order to ascertain that it is
possible to erect the lantern at the desired
distance. This having been ascertained beforehand, all that is required is to take an objectiye

The following Ready Reference Table has
been computed by the foregoing rule, and by a
glance it will show the relations between lantern
and disc with object-glasses of every focus from
4in. to 15in.
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LANTERN SLIDES ON SALE OR HIRE, |_ ™ 2s tom mounrsmest sore anoness,
NEW

TEMPERANCE

SLIDES.

WwW .

R.

Prepared in superior style by the United Kingdom Band of Hope

Union.

Detailed list on application.

A TEMPERANCE JOURNEY ROUND THE WORLD.

ALso

I ONLY TAKE ALITTLE WINE, 6 Slides. Recitation, 14.
se Tey a

THE PLEMPERANGE

PIGTURE

GALLERY.

THE LITTLE CAPTAIN,

24 Slides.

Reading,

Mote: Maat ieomgeaa,

‘

SON

;

Artists

Tite

LONDON

AND

ProvinciaL THEATRES

ETC.,

ETC.

: Olein sty a srhenee & ae

DIP YOUR ROLL Ht OWN we eee Sar anreN
WHAT
HAVE YOU
DONETO-DAY
3d.
4Slid 4Slides.
Recitati Recitation,
1d

create ee

&

Scenic

Of hethe R Royal Polytechnici Institution
itution
forfor 3 35 Years,

50 Slides.

}
(Will be ready at end of September.)

cading, 6d,

HILL

Optical

; Also ie

Ghesine atv

t | ecaden

of the Lime Light on : to the Staye (Drury, Lane, 1855).

Novel Effects as seen at the Polytechnic can be
‘lides, | Czecuted by special arrangement with gentlemen.

40 Slides

Speciality in first-class photo colouring with

6d.

original and striking sky effects.

we ”7"P |49, BEVERSB
RD., TUFNELL
ROOK
PARK, LONDON, N.

ance Manual for the Young,” 2d.
PRICES (not including Postage and Packing):

Plain

..

«+

12/- per doz.; Smaller numbers, 1/3 each.

Well Coloured ..

24/-

do.

do.

SLIDES

ON

2/6

,,

G.

Well-coloured Slides, carefully arranged in sets, suitable
for Com

H.M.S.
Launched

may have

THE SIKTH SET WITHOUT GHARGE FOR HIRE,

NEW & ENLARGED
and

other

to not less than 3s. for the Slides

an
Other

at the most reasonable

by H.M.

aac

LIST READY SHORTLY,

Apparatus

STUDIES

FOR

SON'S
SUBJECTS.

1892—3.

POF YA eh bo

BBE IGN:Battle

the Queen.
The most wonderful
in the World.

Ship

ssentes oF Gne studies af the

May be sent Cheaply and Safely by Post.
Lanterns

MARINE

FROM

&

-\ series of slides, interior and exterior, of

Rees
OF 50arranging
FOR 4s. 36 FOR 3sAND baie
SETSSocieties
UPWARDS
for Siz Hirings this Season
Hiring must amount

KNOWN
NEW

plete Hinteteneeals pote specially preparcd readings

Each

SLIDES

WEST

WELL

HIRE.

LANTERN

prices.

etd

a ede
series:—Yacht

SEA

FISHERIES,

,

ee rich Ane visit to the North Sea in
Racing

Scenes,

H.M.

Ships of War,

Torpedo Warfare, Sailor Life Ashore and Afloat, Lord

Nelson

Send for full Particulars to THE TRADE MANAGER, | 224 H.M.S. Victory, Cruise of the Albecore, &c., &c., &c.
O
Mcdals
h
.
sg
i
UNITED

KINGDOM

4, Ludgate

BAND OF HOPE UNION,

ee

Hill.London, E.C.

G. WEST & SON, Photographers, Southsea.

Soe

Matine Studies. "Carsiogues
DostHees” nt

Ahotographic Cork.”

A Concise

and

Complete

Record

of all Phases

of Photographic

Aetivity.

f Photographic Work” is under the management of Proprietors who bring to bear the expcrience of over a quarter of a century in
connection with Photographic literature.
‘Ihc paper will meet the needs of the present busy age by giving information conciscly, while care
will be taken that, though aiming rather at brevity than diffusencss, it will in no way fail to put before its rcaders details of all phases of
photographic progress.
It will be conducted on lines to meet the wants of Amateurs and Professionals froin the tyro to the expert, und will
contain Reviews of Books (English & Forcign), Notices of Novelties in Apparatus, Reports upon New Processes, Records of the Proceedings
of Photographic Societies, Lists and Abstracts of Photographic Patents, and all news appertaining to Photography, when the subject matter
is likely to be interesting or instructive, “Photographic Work” will be found an admirable medium for the Announcements of Photographic Dealers, for Employers and Employecs, and for al! in any way connected with Photography.

PIPHR
PRINTERS,

PUBLISHERS,

LANTERN

CHRISTIE'S

AND

& ADVERTISING

SLIDE

CARTER.

AGENTS,

LIBRARY.

5, Furnival St., Holborn. London E.C.

SCO'rtr'z=’S

wow sats ronenatteet, Shemield.

PATENT WARM AIR SATURATOR.

Home Sweet Home.—Grizzie and Jim.—Keeping His

Special jets, 800 candle power, with flame-proof chambers

For Ether or Benzoline, Prices 36/- and 50/-

Word.—An Austrian Hero.—The Curse of Drink.—Ned | 224 adapted nipples, for use with Saturators 30/- each.
Ridgway’s Escape.—While Sabbath Bells were Ringing. | These jets also give splendid results with coal-gas.
—Nimble Nat, and many others. Write for Lists.
A. W. SCOTT, 401, Cowbridge Road. Cardiff.

OXYGEN

FOR LIMELIGHT.
a
THE BIRMINGHAM OXYGEN COMPANY, LIMITED,
SALTLEY

WORKS,

SLIDE MAKING
7
From NEGATIVES, PRINTS, SKETCHES, ée.
AND BEST COLOURING ONLY.

BIRMINGHAM.

W

Sole Licensees for the Manufacture of Oxygen by the
Brin’s process in the Midlands.

Price

Lists

and

Trade

Terms

on Application.

|

HOLM

TRINQAN
@ ¢

ILKIN

ESIDE,

SON

&

CO.,

SUNDERLAND.

‘relegrams, “OXYGEN, SUNDERLAND.”

ESTABLISHED 1859.
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W.

M.S.

2 & 3, LUDGATE

now
A

GRAND

NEW

To Slide Producers, Societies, Lecturers,
&c,

8S. UNION,

CIRCUS BUILDINGS,

LONDON: E-C.

READY,

SET

OF

LANTERN

SLIDES

ENTITLED—

“THE SYLVAN GLADES OF EPPING,”
Comprising

PRICES—Plain

50 Pictures.

Is. each, net;

Coloured, 1/6 each net.

Hire for one Evening, 3/6.
EXTRACT

DO ese
FROM SUPPLEMENT

REVIEW

OF

SECOND

lecture) is as rich in his-

WEEK

IN OCTOBER

A NEW MISSIONARY SET of SLIDES

HUNT

Comprising

ENTITLED—

(Fijian

NINETEEN

Missionary

PICTURES

Hero),

from

Drawings ; also, if required, Fourteen Hymn

Special
Slides for

Service of Song.
PRICES—ls.

Hire for One

=

each, net; Coloured.
1s. 6d. each net.

Night—Pictures

only, 1/10; Pictures

Special Verms

THE

Hynins,

2/6.

8vo., Cloth;

BOOK
BY

&

to the Trade.

Crown

‘T:

Lectures,

Tales, Poems, Songs, Comic Sets,

Send formy NEW

torical intercst as in natural lovliness.

JOHN

or Period,

&c., artistically and accurately illustrated.

A very beautiful set of slides . . . Amongst the pictures are
some lovely little nooks and exquisite scenery with which the
general public are unacquainted.
Mven the Lantern Trade, which
should be the first to teach Londoners to realize the beautics of
Natnre which lie closc to their hand, has up till now ignored
Epping.
. . . I would suggest to those who have to cater this
season for the public amusement that they cannot do better than
take theiraudicnce
. . . foraramble all over the Forest, which

READY

SPECIALIST FOR ORIGINAL HAND DRAWN DESIGNS,
Prepared expressly for producing PHOTO SLIDES of
every known form.
Subjects of any kind, Nationality

REVIEWS,

(as can be seen from the accompanying

Free for Stamp.

FRANK F. WEEKS,
OPTICAL SLIDE DESIGNER,

YO THE

“HELP.”

ALSO

Dfy New Circular Price List Now Ready.

OF
CG.

CIRCULAR.

One Stamp.

21, THORP

ROAD, FOREST GATE, LONDON, E,
___
ESTABLISHED 1875. _

7

JNO.

NORMAN,

ARTIST AND PHOTOGRAPHER,
89,

NEWMAN
(3 DOORS

STREET,
LONDON,
FROM OXFORD STREET).

W.,

Special Drawings for the Optical Lantern Reproduced
by Photography.
LARGE AND VARIED SERIES OF NEW
AND COPYRIGHT SUBJECTS.

LANTERN

SLIDES

AMATEURS’

MADE

NEGATIVES

FROM

ANY SUBJEOT,

DEVELOPED,

&c.

Lists on application.

Agent—C. GREY, 41, Crooked Lane, King William St., E.C.
278 pp.

Price 3/6.

THE

LANTERN.

HEPWORTH,

FIGS.

Practical Guide to the Working of the Optical (or Magic) Lantern—either as an Educational
Instrument, for Exhibition Purposes, or as an Enlarging Apparatus for Photographers.
With Full and Precise Directions for Making and Colouring Lantern Pictures.

London:

Hazell, Watson, & Viney, Ltd., 1, Creed Lane, E.C.

TO REALIZE MR. STEAD'S IDEA.
THE LANTERN BIBLE.
Our Catalogue contains over 1000 Subjects, illustrating
the Bible History from cover to cover.
All the pictures
are selected with special care from the works of the

works of yhe greatest ancient and modern masters ; and

the texts (numbering about 200 additional slides) carefully chosen by an experienced lanternist, who has also
given close attention to their proper “display.”
Help declares this to be “* Much the most comprehen.
sive of any series of pictures yet prepared.”

Catalogue, post free, on application to

STEVEN BROS., 33 Osborne St., City, GLASGOW.

LIME-LIGHT

JETS,

Wholesale, Retail & Export, Direct from the Maker,

10s.

Special Blow-through Jet, Complete, with ea
Lime Turner
ver Taps,

&c.

10s.

Mak

POST
oe
Fai
Gants
oa
FREE
Illustrated List Free to any part of the World.

F. BROWN, 13, Ossulston St., London, N.W.

STOCKS’ IMPROVED MAGIC LANTERNS.
The Rey. A. 'T. Fryer, Organizing Secretary, Church of England
Additional Curates Socicty, wrote to the inventor, 17th March,
1sgz,*The resuit of two month's trial is only to confirm the experience I had in the south of England, viz., that your Lantern for
powcr, definition, evenness of illumination is the very best I have
ever seen or tried, ofall Oil Lanterns.” Send for further partieulars
of Stock’s Patent Oil Lamp and Improved Lantern,

W. STOCKS, INVENTOR, RYE.
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How

to
By

Renovate
Brass Work.
C. Goopwin

a Lantern.

useful

Every lanternist knows that the polish on the
brass work of a lantern has nothing whatever
to do with its optical qualities, but whether a
lantern is to be sold or used for exhibition
purposes, its outward appearance exerts a great
influence on the purchaser or beholder.
Brass is capable of receiving polish equal to
that of any of the metals, but unfortunately it
as readily tarnishes on exposure to the atmosphere, or to the fumes of chlorine, sulphur, &c.,

as when oxygen gas is being made, or where
there is disinfecting powder used, from badly

calculated gas burners or oil lamps.

To prevent

this rust or tarnish, it is usual for the lantern

maker to thinly coat the brass work with transparent gum, generally shellac, dissolved in
methylated spirit, on which these fumes have
little or no deteriorating effect.
This coating of shellac or lacquer is made to
adhere to the brass by heat, but as it must
necessarily be very thin, care should always be

taken to prevent it being scratched or rubbed,
as old brass can never be repolished and made
.to look so nice as when it first leaves the maker’s
hand.
It has been gravely advocated by some who
ought to know better, that the use of somicbody’s soap—which, to have any effect on the
lacquer or brass work, must contain a spirit,
strong alkali, or a grit of some sort—is capable
of polishing all kinds of photographic apparatus.
Certainly 1f the brass were not lacquered,
some of these will procure a good shine, which
would look very nice if done every few days; but
few can either afford the time or take the trouble
of spending a couple of hours doing work of
such a dirty character as cleaning brass every
time

the lantern

is to be used, which

would

certainly be the result if one depended on the
soap mentioned.
The only way in which lacquered work can
be kept clean, is by carefully wiping with a soft
leather, and handling as little as possible.

In spite of every care, spots and scratches will
appear on the surface, and if the lacquer be
quite removed, these spots will become black.
If they are small, and not in prominent places,
it is well to leave

them

alone, but should

they

disfigure to any appreciable extent, a simple
way to remove them is by gently rubbing with
polishing paste or powder, such as can be
obtained

at any oil

shop,

taking

care

for this purpose, as it can

be applied

without heat, and any desired colour matched.
To relacquer the whole of a lantern front and

No. 3.
Norron.

not

to

make the place larger, and afterwards to apply
a little lacquer with a camel hair brush.

Dalton’s cold lacquer will be found especially

; Stages, is rather a larve order for an amateur to
undertake, and cannot well be done without

special appliances, such as a proper oven and a
lathe for repolishing the circular parts; but he
might manage some of the smaller pieces.
There are several methods of removing old
lacquer from brass work. Boil it in a solution
of borax in soft or rain water, or any strong
alkali can be substituted for the borax, common

washing soda being the most convenient. What
is known as American potash can be dissolved
in water and applied cold, but it is nasty stuff
to use, it stains

and

burns

the hands, and

is

liable to spoil one’s clothing, and in fact almost

anything it may happen to come in contact
with. Another way is to mix methylated spirit
and ammonia together, and rub a rag impregnated with this over the metal work.
This having been done, any part requiring it
may be repolished with fine emery cloth or
powdered

emery

and

tallow,

and

afterwards

brick-dust, and then a finish given with whiting.
Care should be taken to rub the metal with the
grain, or it will always appear scratchy, unless
an exceedingly high polish be imparted.
The
lacquer can be purchased at an oilman’s, and,
as a rule, will be found more reliable than
any that can be made at home, but should

the amateur try to make
good formula :—
Methylated Spirit
Shellac...
:
Turmerac

his own,

here

is a

] pint.
3 02.
402,

Saffron ...
2 04.
Anotto ...
=
v2
... 1 drachm.
This makes a fine gold lacquer. It is, howevcr, a good plan to mix the first two as a
stock solution, and keep the latter dissolved in
a little spirit separate so that any required colour
may be made, other tints may be made with
dragon’s blood, gamboge, &c.
The following are two methods of lacquering :
one is to heat the article to about 212° (boiling
water), then to apply with a soft brush, taking
care not to get the lacquer streaky, and let it
cool gradually.
The other is to apply cold or
heated slightly, and then to stove or put it in
an oven, the temperature of which should not
excecd 230°.
‘he brush used should be as
wide as possible, and of the softest hair procurable ; flat brushes suitable for the purpose may
be obtained

at 6d. and 8d. cach, but

smaller

xound ones from 2d. upwards.
When applying the lacquer, take as little as
possible on the brush, draw it lightly over the
surface, always with the grain, by this is meant

xvi.
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STEREOPTICONS.

E| We Manufacture, Import & Deal
Write for Catalogue.
Mention

this

Journal.

p=
McINTOSH
~ BATTERY
2OPTICAL
COMPANY,

i
LTCC Tn
at

|

Chicago, Ill, U.S.A.

CAMERA

THE

FOR

CAMERN

NO SHEATHS OR HOLDERS.

40 CUT FILMS.

FRENA

THE BEST LENS WE CAN MAKE,
Size of Film 3:x33. Weight Charged 3lb.
PRICE £5 5s.
NO TROUBLE. NO WASTE.

|

ANYONE

CAN

EVERY IDLER

USE

68 CORNHILL,

LONDON..

SUCCESS.

SHOULD CARRY ONE.

WESTEND
R.& J. BECK,

IT WITH

AGENTS—

London Stereoscopic and Photographic Co.,
106—108, REGENT

ST., LONDON,

W.

xviii.
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Send for Mr. HUGHES' Full Illustrated Catalogue, over 300
pages, ls., postage 5d.:small ditto, 6d., postage 2d., giving
useful and valuable information; also prices of every description of Lantern Apparatus, Slides, &c. Cheapest and Best
Over 15 Patents. Perfection in every Direction.
In proof of this, Mr. HUGHES has constructed a most magnificent Triple
for B. J. MaLpEN, Esq. The Docwra Triple also gained the only Prize
Medal and Highest Award, and used nightly
at the Royal Polytechnic Institution; also
by CoLtn Docwra, Esq., Dr. H. GRATTAN
GoInNess,
Capt.
Setwxn,
M.P., JoHN
Docwra, Esq., Madame Apeuixa Patti,

&c.

His high-Class

Lanterns

and Objec-

first-class

instrument,

tives supplied to Capt. C. Reape and the
Rev. Frank Wuitr, W. Lant CarPEeNTer,
Esq., the Misses Lettcn; therefore go
direct

and

have a

and not the Commercial.
4-in four- wick
Lanterns, £1 7s. 6d.
Mahogany Brass
Fronted

Bi-unial,

Teachers’
purposes,

4-in.,

Aid Science
Oxy-hydrogen

£7

15s.

6d.

Lantern
for all
Microscopes, &c.

Patent Presto Carrier.
60,000 Slides from
6d. each; 300 Lectures Sets.
The Patent

Bijou Enlarging
Lantern,
with
Rectangular Condensers, perfect results scientifically_considcred—Special, 5 by 43 by 34,
£7 10s.
Larger Sizes.

THE

NEW

PAMPHENGOS
Gives Beautiful 42 Feet Pictures,
New

Construction

Handsome
Fronts,

Solid

Brass

Price £6 6s, £4 4s., £2 10s.

Patent Pamphengos

has

stood the

test over twelve years against all imitations.
A pure white light, perfect combustion,
steady in burning, not altered by vibrations;
glasses never break by heat. It iscompared
lime-light.
Price £2 10s. to £6
6s.
New rotary Focussing arrangement.
Rack
and pinion.
Hundreds
of Testimonials.
A really high class Instrument.
;
Before

deciding,

consult

Mr.

HUGHES,

who is Specialist and legitimate Manufacturer, who can give great value in highclass technical work.

PAMPHLETS FREE.
LANTERNS AND SLIDES ON

HIRE.

The NEW PATENT PORTABLE BI-UNIAL LANTERN for Travelling.

The front folds over which is covered by the body, itself thus forming a case both unique
& portable.

The

New Patent SIMPLEX DISSOLVING JET, a Perfect Shut-off
Jet, for either Single, Double, or Triple Lanterns, acting the

same

as the

Four-way

Dissolving Taps.

W. C. HUGHES,

BREWSTER HOUSE, MORTIMER
MINGSLAND. LONDON, N.

ROAD,
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in

the

same

direction

in

which

the

brass

was polished, care being taken not to get it in

streaks or patches, nor to leave tears at the
sides and end of the work.
The lacquer, consisting principally of spirit,
dries soon, and two or three coats may be
appled one immediately after the other. If
the parts are likely to be much handled the
lacquered brass should be stoved, t.e., placed in

125

of the dises, may at once be adjusted.
An illustration will be found in our advertiscinent pages.
Tue ASKEW

STAND.

A few months ago (June), we stated that a party

of cyclists had been giving a series of lantern
entertainments, carrying the apparatus on their
machines,

and

that, ten minutes

they were in readiness

after arrival,

to commence the enter-

an oven for several hours, at a temperature of
tainment.
The stand uscd for their lantern, is
230°, not much higher, or the coating will turn ' the invention of Mr. W. D. Askew, who has
brown, or perhaps a dirty black.
| appointed Messrs. Newton & Co., Fleet Street,
The chief difficulties the amateur will enagents for same.
From the cut, it will be
counter are, when in polishing to get the marks
observed that the sides of the lantern box form a
or grain in one regular direction, and also get

rid of the polishing medium without handling
the surface. To ensure the metal being at one
even temperature of about 200° some authorities
recommend immersing a short time in boiling
water, and applying the lacquer as soon as the |
steam has dried off the brass. Hold the work
without touching with the fingers; here the
amateur’s ingenuity may be exercised to advantage ; most parts of a lantern have a hole in
them somewhere, and a handle can generally be
made with a piece of wire and a pair of pliers or |
hand vice, other parts may be temporarily |
fastened to a board with a screw or two.
No time is lost in making a secure handle or
stand, as one piece may drop on the floor and
necessitate the whole process of cleaning, heating and drying being done over again. If the
lanternist be; fortunate enough to possess a
lathe, the circular parts can

be coated with the

lacquer when revolving, by applying it with a
silk rag or fine brush. The work first being
made a little hotter than the hand can bear, by
holding a shovelful of red-hot embers of charcoal
underneath it, or

a Bunsen’s burner or common

gas stove can be used for the purpose.
must be taken not to smoke it.

Care
table and stand, the upper part of which has a
tilting table, whilst the reading desk has a double

-——:0:-——

hinge, which enables it to fold flat with the case.
Boxes, which are hinged at all corners, are pro-

New Apparatus.

vided

Br-Tri-Sincur

LANTERN.

for holding slides during an exhibition.
These boxes are so constructed, that they fold
implies, , flatagainst thelids. Mr. Askew lately visited our

THIs compound lantern, as its name
can be used as a single, bi-unial, or triple lantern,

as it is composed of three separate and distinct
mahogany bodies, which can in a inoment be
firmly attached to one another, without the
agency of screws, or bolts. The fronts are tilted
In a new way, as regards lantern matters, the
principle of a camera swing back being adapted.
When the lantern is set up, the fronts are drawn
out a short distance, which enables them to be
pivoted from the centre. By means of the thumb
screw, at the top of each body, the coincidence

office, and immediately on entering, said ‘‘ Look
at your watch, and time me.”
We did so, and

found, that in less than 4 minutes, he had
unpacked his parcels, and rigged up his apparatus
ready for an exhibition.
Respecting the idea of one brand of plates being
better than another, I think I am qnite right in stating
that any or all will produce good results if treated
according to their requirement, and I find that success
generally attends the use of the formula issued with
the plates.
C. Brady,
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Electric Light for Lanterns No.1
By

Searcnu

Lier,

THE advances made in the distribution of elec-

tricity in cities, large towns, and places naturally
adapted for supplying the necessary power for

its generation, brings the electric light forcibly to
the front as an illuminant for the optical
lantern, and projection work generally.
Such
being the case, it may be of interest to refer
to the improvements made in focus—keeping
electric lamps, during the past 20 years, and
descriptions of those suitable for the lanternist.
Also to consider the methods of generating
sufficient electric motive force (E. M. F.) for the
purpose.
A good deal of misapprehension exists as to
what amount of brilliancy can be obtained by
means of portable apparatus, and I have heard
all sorts of wild statements as to the amount of
candle power illumination produced by a small
primary battery, easily carried by one man.
Of
course the battery cells were charged with a
“Secret’’

solution,

for

which

the

inventor

wanted a large sum.
The three methods of producing electricity
for the electric light, are either by primary
batteries,

the

dynamo,

or frictional machines,

place
which
made
output

Enlarger.

to dynamos, the electrical efficiency of
is far greater. Small machines are now
by reliable electrical engineers, with an
of 400 Watts, and having a lighting power

of 20 to 50 volts, capable of illuminating an
are lamp of 2,000 candle power.
This costs
about £13. The next larger size is probably a
more useful one, as the output is 700 Watts, and

the voltage 50 to 100, while its capabilites are

illumination

of 1.5

are

lamps

of 2,000

c.p.,

hence it will have a reserve of power, and this at
a cost of £5 or so more
It may be useful here to state that the unit
for expressing the activity of energy or work
done in electricity is a Watt, and compared with
one of the most common standards of comparison.
One horse power is equal to 746 Watts. These
dynamos cannot well be driven by hand, but
water power is in many places available, and
failing that, oil engines are now made that are
self contained, and give from half to fifty horse
power, according to size. They burn the
commonest of hydro-carbon oils, and seem
simple, reliable, and economical.

Where steam power is available, these small
dynamos can be connected to convenient shafting, and driven as required.
The storing of electricity is a subject that has
received considerable attention in the last few
years, with the object of carrying to a distance
for convenience, or having in reserve a certain

and secondary (or storage) batteries.
In the
first we have the original plan of Grove’s or
Bunsen’s Battery, being a series of cells containing dissimilar metals, such as zine and platinum,
amount of electrical energy.
Various cells have
or zinc and carbon, acted on by diluted
been designed to form the units of these
sulphuric and nitric acid, and coupled together
‘secondary batteries,” as they are called, and
by insulated wire, and binding screws.
They
from reports of tests made by professor Ayrton,
are known as ‘two fluid cells,” the zine being | during the six months proceeding July of this
acted on by a dilution of one part sulphuric acid
year, it seems that the Epstein accumulators
to ten of water, while the platina or carbon is have been found most satisfactory. As these
placed in a porous pot, in which strong nitric
cells depend so largely on the amount of surface
acid is placed. ‘lhe electricity generated from
of the plates (positive and negative), they are,
Grove’s cells, if all could be utilized, would | when powerful, both large and heavy; one cell,
represent about 2 volts for each pound of zinc
whose plates are 133 x 123 in. wide, x 183x113
consumed, but, according to Joule, in practical
respectively weighing, with glass box and liquid,
working it is only about one seventh of the
over 82 lbs.
theoretical amount.
The great advantage in electric lighting, of
If this is so, with a large and powerful
using the power from the storage battery, is that
battery, it follows with a smaller one, and as
the light is more steady, the discharge of current
very little can be done in electric lighting of a ; being quite free and continuous, and not affected
practical nature, with less than 50 volts, a large
by vibration of engine, or movement of dynamos.
number of cells is necessary to produce a light
As regards electric lamps, those used in years
suitable for projection. 50 to 80 Grove’s or
gone by were the Duboscq, and the Serrius.
Bunsen’s, being usually employed in the old days
The latter was very satisfactory when used by a
in theatrical work, or for class demonstration.
capable operator, with a good battery. Tor
The fumes given off from these batteries made
those with dynamos, good lamps will be found
it necessary for them to be placed out doors, or
in the Seimens small size focus keeping lamp, and
in a draught cupboard or small room.
used so successfully at the Society of Arts; the
As 50 to 100 volts are necessary for the
Brockie lamp, as used by the Royal Institution,
satisfactory lighting of an electric lamp for
besides which there are others no doubt successprojection purposes, battery power has given
ful, which I have not seen worked.
In optical

xix.
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projection apparatus, the great thing is to get
one point of illumination only in the light, and
the automatic, or other adjustments of the
carbons are designed to this end.
Resistence by coils is necessary or desirable

enough to go through the top of the chamber,
leaving about $ in. all round. These may all
be screwed together, as in the former jet—
unless the square form be adopted—in which
case of course the top and bottom of the

to bring down the current to the minimum, that

chamber will have to be soldered.
Before putting these together, I inserted a
piece of gauze, No. 50, beetwen the tubes and
the top of the chamber.
If this is done, the

shall give the desired illumination.
Taking the Siemens small size differential
lamp as an example, the light is perfectly under
control, and the works are contained

in a base

that occupies little room.
It will in fact work
with almost any lantern, if the body is raised to
suit the length of the carbons, and the base of
the lantern is open.
For small discs the ‘‘ Focus incandescent lamp”’
is very useful, as a disc of 8 to 12 feet can

be

obtained with the 100 candle power pattern.
The great advantage of this for home use and
experimental work, is that once in position and
adjusted for centre of optical system of lantern,

it is only a question of making the connection
with the electric supply, or switching on the
current, to get the apparatus ready for use, and

project pictures, &c., on the screen.
——:0:—

An

Amateur

Saturator

and

Jet.

No. III.
By Cuericus.

I now proceed to give particulars of a few
modifications which I subsequently made in

the jet already described.
They principally
relate to the gas-chamber, the nipple, and the
lime-turning arrangement.
Under these three
heads I shall deal with them. The rest of the
jet remains unaltered, with the exception of
what

I have called the “ Side-tubes.”’

These,

Fig. 1.

tube c may be filled with granulated pumice,
and the chamber itself becomes a flame extinctor.
The tube dis about 4 in. long, and is made to
screw

into c.

The

top of it is closed

witha

disc through which the tube ¢ passes. I need
hardly add that great care must be taken to
make all these joints gas-tight.
2. The nipple. The tube e which carries the
nipple is of copper, 2 in. diameter, and should be
solid-drawn.

It is bent, as shewn in the figure,

enough to make the nipple deliver the gas upon
the lime at the proper angle, 7.c., about 40° from
the perpendicular to the surface of the lime.
The nipple itself,f,is made of brass rod or
stout wire, large enough to screw into ec. I first
cut the screw upon one end for about 3 of an
in., and then cut off a length of about in., of
which, of course, + in. was screwed, and 2 plain.

Fixing this in the lathe, and beginning from the
screwed end, I drilled this almost through,

instead of being curved upward as shewn in the
last paper, are bent into the form indicated in
fig.

1, which

gives their

appearance,

viewed

from above, before the other parts of the jet are
added.
The part z, where the tubes are soldered
together, goes into one side of the gas-chamber,
and should be long enough to reach through it
to the further end.

The ends are closed, and a

row of small holes drilled in the side of each
tube to admit the gases into the chamber.
1. The gas-chamber.
This is made up of three
parts.

The lowest is of brass tube lin., or rather

more in diameter, and about 3in. deep. I altered
mine into the form of a square.
But further
thought has convinced me that there is nothing
gained by doing so. Whichever form is adopted,
the side tubes must be inserted into one side as
at a (Fig. 2), and plates of brass cut for the top
and bottom of the chamber. c is a piece of
brass tube about } in. long, and just large

Fig. 2

leaving something
was done with as
bear. Then with
kuitting-needle, [

Fig, 3.

less than} of an inch. This
large a drill as the rod would
a Jine drill, inade of part of a
drilled the remaining portion

by hand, and then filed the plain part of the
outside into shape. I made two or three of
these nipples, with holes at the point of different
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sizes.

It is thus very easy to use any size

aperture you may require, by simply screwing
the proper nipple into the tube e. If there is
any suspicion of leakage—which need not be
the case if the screw is carefully cut—a little
white lead will make all tight.
3. The lime-turning arrangement.
The basis

of this is a strip of thick brass (b, Fig. 3), about
1? in. long. It is beveled at the sides so as to
sink partly into the space between the side
tubes. And one end is turned down (at 6), and
filed to fit between

the tubes.

The

frame, c, is

soldered to the strip just described.
The tube
d, is screwed into the top of the frame, and
serves to keep the crown wheel g, in its place.
This tube d has a disc ¢, soldered to the top of
it, and the screw of the lime-pinfworks in this
disc. The lime-pin is filed square at the lower
part (4), for a little more than an inch, and this

passes through a square hole in the bottom of
the crown wheel g. The action will be readily
understood. The spur wheel h, being turned
by the rod i, acts upon the crown wheel g,
which causes the lime-pin to turn also. The
screwed part f, working in the fixed disc e,
raises or lowers the lime-pin according to the
direction

in which

itis turned.

The skip J, is

placed transversely on the under side of the
side-tubes, and has a screwed pin fixed-in it,
which passes through the strip 6, and

fixes

the whole

distance from

arrangement

the nozzle.

The

a nut m,

at the required
rod, z, is fixed

by a small loop of metal to the side of the tube,
by which the jet is supported, and has a small
button at the end for the purpose of turning it.
This rod is in many jets made long enough to
bring the button out beyond the taps of the jet.
I believe it is more out of the way if the button
is placed between the taps and the supporting
tube.
If there is any difficulty in procuring the little
wheels, g and h, they may be cut out of brass,
and the teeth formed with a small file. The
remains of a small time-piece furnished me with
a spur wheel, and the crown-wheel I made out
of a bit of tube. Care must be taken to make
thein work smoothly, or the result will be
unsatisfactory.
The jet has a defect, which will be obvious at

a glance. The screw on the lime-pin being
necessarily of a fine thread, it requires several
turns of the pin to raise the lime to an appreciable extent.

In jets now made, this is obviated

by having a spiral groove with a long pitch
instead of a screw, so that one turn of the rod
will raise the lime a quarter of an inch or more.
This, however, is attended

with the disadvan-

tage that, when the parts get loosened by wear,
the spiral is apt to slip down of itself. To

prevent

this, in the jet which

I last

bought,

there is a small hexagonal disc fixed upon the
rod, and a spring pressing against the sides of
the hexagon prevents it turning of itself. I do
not find this a satisfactory arrangement.
It
causes the thing to turn with a jerky sort of
motion.
And, moreover, the spring is very
liable to slip aside, and may prevent the rod
from turning.
In the arrangement I have
described,

there is, of course,

no

risk of the

lime-pin slipping down.
And, after all, the
defect I have mentioned is not a serious one.
There is no difficulty in getting a fresh surface
on the lime as often as you require. If proper
care is taken in fitting the parts together at
first, they are not likcly to get out of order, and
there is little risk of any hitch afterwards.
I
have uscd my jet many times since I mace it,
and it has always worked with perfect freedoin.
I cannot say as much for other jets that I have
used, even by well-known makers.
I have now described, as clearly as I was
able, the entire apparatus.
It has caused me
much interest in the constructiou, and given
great satisfaction in the using. If my remarks
prove serviceable in any way to a brother
amateur, I shall be very glad. For any one
who is at ouce a lanternist and an amateur
worker, it is quite worth the while to make one,

and it certainly

will not prove an expensive
venture.
For I think I am within the truth
when I say that the entire cost has not exceeded
five shillings. I may add in conclusion, that I
should be happy at any time, to give further
explanation with regard to details, should any
one take sufficient interest in the matter to
desire it.
——:0:——

Gas

Bottle

Supports.

Now-a-Days people expect as many laboursaving devices as possible in connection with
lantern apparatus.
Much has been introduced
in connection

with different articles, which,

if

not absolutely necessary, are yet handy to have.
Tn connection with a lantern

entertainment, it

is essential that there be no hitch of any kind,
and when using cylinders, they should be
secured in position in such a manner that there
is no likelihood of them falling down if used on
end, or of rolling about if used in a horizontal
position.
Many have in the former position
used a piece of string to tie the bottle, say, to
the leg of a table,

whilst

in the latter

case a

sinall wedge or a book has sufficed.
If we rightly remember, Mr. Henry Brier, of
The Scotch and Irish Oxygen Co., was the first

___
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to introduce a special metal stand for cylinders,
consisting of a ring to which was rivetted three

129

to be carricd on the cylinder during transit, and
occupies practically no extra room.
When the
cylinder is to be used, the legs are simply with-

in

legs ; the cylinder was placed on end, so that
the ring surrounded the bottle. The stand was
of course placed upon the floor.
A support of a different character was brought
out by the Gas Compression Co., of Manchester.
This is more of the form ofa clip than astand. In

After use the reversing of the legs at once forms
it into a parcel (fig. 3) devoid of projections.
. Tue

Lantern

Socrery.—Commencing

the usual meetings will be held at
W.,at8p.m. An American set of
for the use of members; and a list
exchange slides will shortly be

on

10th, inst.,

20, Hanover Squure,
slides will be available
of loan collection and
issued. October 10,

Exhibition of slides (set going to America).

October 24,

new form of lantern in aluminium, will be shown.
November 14, Annual Meeting; Exhibition of slides from
America.
November 28, Exhibition for members and

friends.
December 12, ‘‘Photography and
applied to medicine,” by Mr. Andrew Pringle.

Editorial
Werxs’ List.—Mr.

lantern

Table.

Frank Weeks, of 21, Thorpe Road,

Forest Gate, has brought out a new list of designs for
slides that he has in stock, and also the relative costs

for designs for certain classes of subjects. The list also
states that the artist is prepared to make drawings for
illustrating MSS.
We have seen many such drawings

this case a spring ring (fig. 1 & 2) is placed upon the
bottle, and firmly secured by tightening a screw
—fastened to this ring is a grip, not unlike that

of a bench vice—by which the cylinder may be
screwed on the edge of a table or ledge, and the
cylinder either held upright at the side of the
table or secured from moving whilst lying upon
the table itself, according to the shape of the
grip, two styles of which are made.
Another form of holder, a modification of the
first mentioned, has just been perfected by Mr.
Walter Tyler of Waterloo Road. It is intended

by Mr. Weeks, and we must say that he possesses a
wonderful degree of imagination, and i3 able after
reading a description of any incident, to sketch just
such a picture as is suited to requirements.
Under the
heading of zoological subjects we observe a great range,
‘“‘ from a megalosaurus to a microbe.’’
This list is sent
on receipt of one stamp.
Srrpz Corocrs.—Mr. A. W. Scott, of 401, Cambridge
Road, Cardiff, has sent us an assortment of transparent

colours, which he has lately compounded.
We have
tried them, and find that they can be easily applied, and
are very rich and transparent.
These colours are in
thick liquid form, and are applied with a brush, but
are not adapted

for dabbing

with the finger, nor is this

required with them.
We have also found that these
colours are admirable to use as a cold lacquer for metal

work; they dry very hard and set soon after applying.
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Rousrer Stame Puoto Cararocue.—Mr. Wm. Tylar, of
Birmingham, is sure to get hold of a novelty if it be a
good one. A short time ago we received an invitation
to send our photo and receive in return a rubber stamp.
We have lately received this put up in a neat box, also
containing

ink,

slab,

roller, &.

After

a few experi-

wental trials, one is enabled to make excellent impressions.

A little ink is laid

on

slab, worked

even with

roller, which is then applied over the surface of stamp.
The impression given is of similar nature to a Meisanbach block. The cost, according to style, is 7/6 to 12/-,
put up with all requirements in a neat box 4x 14x42 in.
In Mr. Tylar’s new catalogue which has just come to
hand, may be seen an impression taken from such a
stamp as we have described.
It also contains about
90 pages of apparatus pertaining to photography and
lanterns.
CaTaLocur.—A new catalogue of 104 pages, is to hand
from Mr. R. H. Clark, of Koyston.
Lanterns of various
kinds are described, and as for lists of slides, we find that
the names of them occupy about 80 pages.
Hayp Camera AND HOW'r0 USE Iv.—Illiffe & Son, London.
This useful book, by Mr. Walter D. Wilford, is, toa large
extent, made up of a series of articles which appeared in
Photography.
In it we find that every conceivable
portion of hand cameras has been treated upon, and
useful instruction given to users.
Ninteen pleasing
reproductions from hand camera shots, are distributed,

throughout the pages of this book. The price is 1s.
PxorocraPHic Repropuction Process.— Hampton Judd
& Co., 13, Cursitor Street, E.C. By P.:C. Duchochois.
Edited by E. J. Wall.—In this work we find particulars
of the Cyanatype or blue process, The Juk, Cuprotype,
Aniline, Primuline, and Feer processes. Photogaphing upon metal, for engraving, is treated upon, and
particulars given of the Uranotype, Platinotype, Carbon,
powder, and various other processes.

Gs

Correspondence.
TO

OUT ETHER LIGHT.
[To the Editor.}
Sir,—I notice in the article on Saturator and Jet,
Clericus says, “In putting out the light, turn off the

oxygen first.”” This is a mistake.
This would cause
the ether light to rush back when it is turned off, and
go out with a snap, which is not pleasant. The ether
light should be turned off first, and oxygen left on until
the lime has cooled down a bit, then there is no danger
of the snapping out.—Yours, &c.,
iL.

AND

WET

(To the Editor.)
Sir,—I have repeatedly noticed during a long series
of exhibitions, that I am better able to obtain a brilliant

image on the screen in dry weather than in wet.
light itself I have not been able to discern

but to my mind a great contrast

At the

a difference,

is perceivable on the

screen.
When we have a spell of dry weather, and
the atmosphere is dry, I can always fine illumination;
but during wet weather there seems to be a very great
loss of light. The light asan illuminating point appears
to be the same, but by the time it reaches the screen a
lot of it seems to be gone.
Now, Mr. Editor, if you will

kindly insert

same

this

letter, others may have

noticed

the

effect, and will, perhaps, give their experience.

It is quite possible that my eyesight may be beginning

to fail, and that the difference of light may be imagination on my part. It is well known that the state of the
weather has an influence on the tones procurable from
a violin, may it not also have something

and

to do with the

penetrating of rays of light ?— Yours, &c., AGNOSTIC.

Queries.

Stephen Bretton.—We have handed your letter to
Messrs. Houghton & Son. They will send you the
desired samples of. vlass.
MI. Simpson.—We replied by post after seeing the
inventor of the other apparatus.
Afr, Scott writes to say: ‘he does not intend to reply
to Mr. Pumphrey’s remarks in last issue, as it will only
lead to ‘abusive writing.’ ”’
I. Allen.—You will find the address of a Chicago
firm in this issue. They are, we think, to bring out the
apparatus we described on p. 106 (Sept. 1).
C. Smiles.—1. Several people make a good living with
the lantern. 2. Advertising is the only way.
3. The
Qualifications are—a good man of business, a good
lantern operator, good spokesman, and an interesting
subject. You will find an article in the present issue by
W. Kirkland bearing upon the subject.
Optic.—We are compelled to postpone your subject
until next journal.
Yeo writes: ‘(In looking over my file of journals, I
came

across

an

article

on

aluminum, but cannot

find

out anything about a light solder for using with this
metal.
Can you tell me of one?”
Answer.—A good
solder for the purpose may be made of cadmium, zinc,
and tin. We cannot say the exact proportions, but for
*a strong solder the proportion of cadmium must be in
excess; for great adhesion zinc should be in excess;
whilst if it is necessary that it take a high polish there
should be large proportion of tin.
Bottle asks ‘‘the probable cost of a steel cylinder
to hold 10 feet of gas.’
Reply.— From 30/- to 35/-.
J. W. Cates (Montreal), writes:—“I wish to ask
through your paper the cause, when dissolving, of the
picture getting indistinct slowly after the dissolving is
done, and not at once.

PUT

ILLUMINATION IN DRY
WEATHER.

Notes

Also, how can I prevent a faint

outline of the picture in the darkened lantern appearing
on thescreen. Answer.—l. Because the lime from which
the gas has been turned off emits a little light until
it has somewhat cooled.
2. By having a cap or flasher
on the lens; by sliding an opaque object between the
light and the lens, or even by slightly turning the lime.
Shadow.—You will find several diagrams relating to
shadow pictures in a recent volume of La Nature,
published in Paris.
A Reader.—Our first article, ‘‘ Flatness of Field,” may

perhaps aid you.
You are wrong in supposing that the
grinding of lenses is ‘for the most part chance work,
the best being sold at high prices for photographic
work and the balance for lanternists.”
PF. W. Lewis asks, is it safe to use oxygen which has
been in a cylinder for six months?
Answer.—Yes.

Reader from the First writes: “I must congratulate you
on the success

of your

wonderful

journal, and

cannot

imagine how you manage to give us so many interesting
articles each month.
It is a marvellous pennyworth.

Reply.—Thanks for your sentiments.
journal also please you,
quantity.

both

as

Does thismonth’s

regards quality

and

“OUR LITTLE JOURNAL GETS ABOUT A BIT.”
Mr. Frank F. Weeks, when settling his account and
renewing his advestisement writes: ‘‘ As the result of
my advertisements in your journal, I am receiving
scme very flattering orders, even from America, New
Zealand,

Australia,

and

other remote

parts.

So it is

evident that ‘our little journal gets about a bit.’”
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Free.

LANTERNS

Are Fitted with the Best Lenses, and all the latest

practical improvements.

LIMELIGHT

.

SINGLE, BI-UNIAL
AND

DW

TRIPLE LANTERNS,
Oil Light (3 & 4-wick Lanterns

Exhibited.
wherever

of Superior make

from

£2

2/- to2 LS 10°-

REGULATORS,
GAS CYLINDERS,

Awards
HIGHEST
and
MEDAL
|
GOLD

New Carriers and Accessories.
IMPROVED
PROJECTION
MICROSCOPES.

406, STRAND, “456,“WEST ‘STRAND, 54, CORNHILL, LONDON.
LANTERN
SLIDES
ON SALE
ie:
OR

SLIDE

PAINTING

COLOURS,

SPECIALLY PREPARED for PAINTING MAGIC LANTERN SLIDES
In Collapsible Tubes and Glass Pots.
Boxes
:

fitted

with

Varnish
Water

Colours,
re

5’-,10'6, 15/-, and 30:- each.
2:-, S!-, and 21- each.

Just Published, ‘* A Manual on Painting on Glass and How to
Use the Magic Lantern,”’ 1s. each.

Also Manufacturers of the New Chromo Printed Magic Lantern Slides
5s. per Set of 12 Slides, 33 in.Square.
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Subjects,

Price Lists Post Free.
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&

SOW,

MANUFACTURING ARTISTS COLORMEN
RETAIL, WHOLESALE AND EXPORT.
19, BERNER STREET, LONDON, W.

ot

GAS REGULATOR

WRAYW’S

Medal awarded, Sept. 1891, Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Exhibition,

Eclipse Single Lantern Stide Carrier
‘

:

| R |S

HIGHLY CouMENDED,
ae | oe

A MEDAL

Fitted with special helioscopic jacket
focussing.
Skewed gearing oe lime
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Packs

into

W.

To be had at any Opticians.

R. R. BEARD,
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turning
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London, N.
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38s.

6d.
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OPTICS «* PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES,

\

J. TRAILL

‘« One interested in the subject cannot invest 3s. Gd.
to greater advantage than by procuring a copy of this

W. TYLARS
REFLECTING

work.’’—Opftical Magic Lantern Journal.

“ Anexcellent guide, of great practical use.’’—Nature.

HAND LANTERNESCOPE,

“ Tiven a beginner may, witha

For viewing Lantern Slides.

‘
Of

all

PRICE
Dealers;

TAYLOR.

.....
..
12s. 6a.
or free by post, 18s.,

little attention, soon

grasp all the saliant points of the subject, of which it
need scarcely besaid Mr. Traill Taylor is a master.\—
Linglish Mechanic.

from

W. TYLAR, 57, HIGH ST., ASTON.

London:

BIRMINGHAM.

WHITTAKER & Co., Paternoster Square.

SHEWS

UNIVERSAL

HAND

CAMERA.

AS SHOWN AT THE CONVENTION OF 1891.
This Camera has been constructed for the purpose of enabling the operator to use Glass Plates, cut films, or the continuous rolls
of films at
will,
back being so made that Double Backsfor glass ov for film or roll-holders are interchangeable in one fitting. It has rising and sliding front

and good range of focus for different lenses.
The half-plate size
complete with
fittings as inthe quar-

The quarter-plate
size, fitted with
Eclipse LensandInstantaneous Shutter

ter-plate

patent three Double
Backs
for
Glass

The half-plate size
(for pictures 64 by 43)
has a range of focus
from 3 to 8$ inches,
and measuresclosed
9 by 6 by 7 inches.

3

£8 10s.

Orfitted with Rollholder for 48 expvsures "£9 5s.

Plates or four for
cut films, Foccusing
Screen and Eclipse
Tinder, Complete,

THE

6 10s.

Orfitted with Fastman Roll-holder for

for pictures.

Jocus from 24 to 7

48 Exposures instend
Of Double Backs.

43 by 3}, £2 17s. 6d
6} by 43, £3 5s.

inches, & measures
closed Tiyby 5} by 54
tinches, -

£&T 5s.

CAMERA

ALONE
supplied
with
one double back

The quarter-plate
(for pictures 44; by
33) has a range of

J. F. SHEW & CO., 87, & 88, NEWMAN STREET (oxfoxiss+k2n7), LONDON, W.
NEWTON
& Co.,
| METALLIC BELLOWS REGULATOR.
|

Scientific Instrument Makers to Her Majesty the Queen, H.RH. The
Prince of Wales, The Admiralty, he War Department, The Indian
and Foreign Governments.
By Special Appointment
To The Royal Institution of Great Britain, and The Science and Art
Department, &c.,
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:
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LONDON.

Plain Photographic Slides, 12s. per dozen.

Patent

““GASES
To be obtained from
all Opticians.

4d.

“Optical Projection,” 2nd Edition, by Lewis WnicHt.
A complete
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Nett 4s. 6d.
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